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An Ultra-Compact Biofilm Reactor (UCBR) is capable of treating domestic 
wastewater at a short HRT of less than 2 hours. However, the long start-up time 
needed for biofilm formation is a major drawback for its full-scale application. Hence, 
this study aims to develop seed organisms to enhance biofilm formation and to 
establish a quick start-up strategy for UCBR to treat domestic wastewater.  
 
To achieve this objective, domestic wastewater treatment and growing biofilm on bare 
sand carriers in a 5.4-L UCBR were carried out. Return activated sludge from a local 
water reclamation plant was used to inoculate the bare sand. The start-up time took 
about 50 days where the effluent NO3
-
 -N concentration was initially below 1 mg/L, 
and steadily increased to 26 mg/L at Day 88. Nitrification began at Day 1 where the 
initial effluent NH4
+
-N concentration of 28 mg/L steadily reduced to 2 mg/L at Day 88. 
The biofilm pellet reached maturity at Day 120 and achieved greater than 90% of 
NH4
+
-N removal efficiency. The total COD removal efficiency was 88%. Molecular 
tools were used to observe the consistency of seed organisms during biofilm 
development. Rhodobacter-related, Rhodobacter/Rhodovulum-related, Paracoccus-
related and Hyphomicobium-related clones of -Proteobacteria; and Ottowia-related 
and Hydrogenophaga-related clones of the -Proteobacteria sub-classes were 
consistently found during biofilm development.  
 
Seed from the 5.4-L UCBR was successfully used to inoculate a 2-L UCBR.  Start-up 
strategies were studied using different feed substrate conditions on the 2-L UCBR.  
There were 5 phases to the study. The 5 phases were (I) 100%  DWW without pH  
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control, (II) 100%  DWW with pH control, (III) 25% SWW blended with 75%  
Domestic wastewater with pH control, (IV) 50% SWW blended with 50%  DWW with 
pH control and (V) 100%  SWW with pH control. In Phases I and II, pH control was 
shown to improve the nitrification efficiency. pH control was subsequently applied to 
Phases III to V.  NH4
+
-N  and COD removal efficiencies were monitored and evaluated. 
Phase III of blending 25% SWW to 75% DWW was obseved to give the best NH4
+
-N  
and COD removal efficiencies. Phase II had the best morphology where the biofilm 
pellet was dense and compact and it was ideal for treatment of DWW. However, Phase 
III morphology was not as dense and compact compared to Phase II but Phase III 
treatment performance was the best amongst the strategies studied. Furthermore, it was 
found that the increase in EPS protein concentration has a strong co-relation to a less 
dense morphology.  As the percentage of SWW increased, the protein concentration 
increased. Correspondingly, the morphology of the biofilm became less dense. The 
spatial distances between the proteins and carbohydrates also increased too. Except 
Hydrogenophaga-related taxonomic group, all the other taxonomic groups of bacteria 
were consistently found in Phase I, II, III and IV of this study. However, this cluster of 
taxonomic groups were not found in Phase V. Except Hydrogenophaga-related 
taxonomic group, the presence of  the other  taxonomic groups suggests that they may 
have functional importance to the biofilm development of system under high diverse 
carbon sources like DWW.  
 
On the whole, the  start-up time of Phase III was10 days; about a fifth of the time taken 
compared to the 5.4L UCBR (control) of 50 days.  On the basis of the above results 
and discussion, Phase III quick start-up strategy was recommended as the most 
appropriate quick start-up strategy.  
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1  Background 
Urban cities‟ population are growing at a phenomenal rate (United Nations Department 
of Economic and Social Affairs, 2012). However, many of these cities are suffering 
from inadequate treatment of domestic wastewater (Min, 2012; World Resources 
Institute, 2012; World Bank, 2012). When experiencing a rapid rate of population 
growth, it is very likely that the capacity of the existing conventional activated sludge 
(CAS) systems (built many or a few  years back) would not be able to cope with the 
increased quantity of sewage (in the city) generated by the growing population. 
Additionally, in these cases, the city would likely to suffer from the perennial problem 
of an acute shortage of land needed for expanding the existing CAS systems.  
 
Most of the existing wastewater treatment plants were designed using the CAS system 
and they usually occupy a large foot-print because a relatively long hydraulic retention 
time (HRT) of at least 6 h was adopted in such treatment systems (United States 
Environmental Protection Agency, 2000). As a result, the capacities of the wastewater 
treatment systems in these cities could remain relatively the same over the years. 
Hence, inadequate treatment of domestic wastewater will inevitably become an issue 
of concern. In view of this, a wastewater treatment system with short HRT coupled 
with high treatment efficiency would be ideal as this would result in a compact 
treatment system with relatively small foot-print. 
 
To overcome the problem of space constrains, decentralised wastewater treatment 
system has increasingly been studied and suggested as a better alternative over the 
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centralised wastewater treatment system for urban cities (Gil et al., 2012; Chamawong 
et al., 2012; Baier, 2012). This is because a decentralised system has more flexibility to 
meet the needs of the increase in wastewater production. Treatment technologies that 
are able to treat large volume of wastewater quickly provide an added advantage over 
the CAS system as they could easily be integrated into a decentralised system. 
Additionally, decentralised treatment systems have also been cited to be economically 
and technically efficient; demonstrating potential for sustainable urban development 
(Oakley et al., 2010).   
 
 The above review indicated an acute shortage of efficient, short HRT and small foot-
print wastewater treatment systems in urban cities. The requirement for a compact and 
highly efficient treatment system that can facilitate reclaiming wastewater for further 
usage has become critical, especially when population growth in these cities lead to 
increased demand for water supplies. Furthermore, water reuse is becoming a popular 
option for water conservation and augmentation in these cities.  
 
Ultra-Compact Biofilm Reactor (UCBR) was reported capable of achieving a very 
high treatment capacity for domestic wastewater at a short HRT of  less than 2 h and it 





.day (Lee et al., 2006).  The UCBR uses sand particles, which are readily 
available as biofilm carriers. It has been noted that sand carriers with a concentration 





 (Yu, 1997). The high surface area enables a large amount of biofilm to 
develop on these sand carriers, which in turn facilitates a high substrate removal rate 
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and enables one to reduce the reactor volume needed to achieve a given treatment 
criteria.  
 
The attached microbial growth developed in the UCBR could retain nitrifying bacteria 
that have a long doubling time of 29 h for ammonia oxidizing bacteria (AOB) 
(Yoshioka et al., 1982), and 21 hours for nitrite oxidizing bacteria (NOB) (Yoshioka et 
al., 1982). Owing to the long doubling time of nitrifying populations, CAS systems 
generally require a long HRT greater than 6 h to achieve consistently good nitrification 
efficiency (United States Environmental Protection Agency, 2000; Henze et al, 2002). 
However, it would be logical to provide more than 29 and 21 hours of SRTs (not HRT) 
to hold AOB and NOD respectively in the UCBR. However, UCBR is a suspended 
biofilm system and the understanding of the rate of production of suspended biomass 
to ascertain the SRT is complex currently. HRT can be related to the amount of 
nitrogen removal by nitrifification (Ong et al., 2004 and Zhou et al., 2003). The sand 
carriers that facilitate attached microbial growth in UCBR, a much shorter HRT of less 
than 3 h  can  achieve a nitrification rate of up to 10.5 kg/m
3
 (Yu, 1997). This is very 
much higher than what a CAS system could possibly achieve. UCBR system is hence 
able to remove both carbon and ammonia contents at a considerably shorter HRT than 
that typically required by CAS system, demonstrating its ability as a promising 
treatment alternative for municipal wastewater in urbanized cities. Given the 
advantages of UCBR, many research studies have been conducted on the UCBR type 
of technology to understand the effects of operating conditions on the performance of 
the system (Ong et al., 2004; Lee and Ong, 2006). These research studies showed that 




To apply the UCBR in urbanised cities,  and to constitute as a decentralised wastewater 
treatment system, proper and quick start-up of the system by ensuring the biofilm 
pellets are properly formed during commissioning and prior to accepting wastewater 
from these cities is important. Otherwise the system would not be able to function 
effectively; and may discharge partially treated wastewater which will have an impact 
on the environment. 
 
1.2  Problem Statements and Knowledge Gaps 
It has been reported that the biofilm airlift suspension BAS and UCBR type of 
technologies need a long start-up time. More than 45 days were required to start-up the 
BAS due to the slow formation and development of biofilm on the carriers (Heijnen et 
al., 1992; Tijhuis et al., 1994a and 1994b). In another study, a start-up operation of the 
UCBR that allowed the attachment of suspended biomass on the carriers during the 
initial start-up phase took 6 weeks (Lee and Ong, 2006). The need for a long start-up 
time was also noted from another study where an UCBR was commissioned for 170 
days before investigation on the effects of HRT on biofilm growth on the carriers was 
carried out (Ong et al., 2004). It was also noted that the recovery of biofilm particles 
covered with heterotrophic outgrowth was a gradual process that took about 45 days 
by Lee et al. (2004) and 50 days by Tijhuis et al. (1995). 
 
Clearly, further studies need to be conducted to investigate the existing problems and 
knowledge gaps on quick start-up strategy and seed development for accelerated 
biofilm development. These studies are necessary before UCBR can be utilized to treat 




1.2.1  Development of a Quick Start-Up Strategy 
Cheng and Chen (1994) studied a 3-phase fluidised-bed reactor (a suspended biofilm 
type of technology) to investigate whether supplementing organic carbon influence 
biological nitrification at high NH4
+
-N concentration. They noted that during the start-
up stage, sucrose expedited the development of biofilm on the granulated activated 
carbon carriers.  Based on their finding, Cheng and Chen (1994) suggested that 
supplementing sucrose to the feed which contained 500 mg/L of NH4
+
-N could 
enhance heterotrophic growth and extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) formation. 
The formation of EPS may hence improve the retention of nitrifiers in the biofilm. 
However, their studies were based on synthetic wastewater which is different from 
domestic wastewater. The latter comprised a high diversity of carbon sources. The 
biofilm carriers used in their study have very different characteristics as compared to 
sand particles typically used in UCBR. Thus, the start-up strategy reported by them 
cannot be readily applied to UCBR. In order for the UCBR to be commercially viable, 
appropriate quick start-up strategy to enhance biofilm growth has to be developed 
using real wastewater instead of synthetic wastewater. Start-up strategy established 
under a realistic operating environment will enable one to commission an UCBR 
system in an efficient manner and facilitate achieving robust performance under the 
real-world operating environment.  
 
In order to develop specialised seeds capable of enhancing biofilm growth for possible 
inoculation into newly setup UCBRs, it is important to elucidate the bacterial 
communities and populations for both the mono-type of carbon source wastewater (i.e. 
synthetic wastewater) and the actual domestic wastewater. The presence of bacteria 
specifically cultivated in conditions which encourage EPS secretion and enhancement 
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of biofilm growth and development should also be elucidated.  The operator can then 
be assured of a good seed for quick start up using a combination of synthetic and 
domestic wastewaters. The combination of DWW and SWW provided the operator to 
increase the concentration of simple C compounds like glucose, acetate and etc in the 
feed which are easily assimilable by the bacteria compared to DWW solely; which 
usually contains lesser simple C compounds for bacteria. After the initial start-up, 
operators may then switch to domestic wastewater while maintaining the required 
removal efficiencies. Such a strategy can be applied to full-scale plants too. 
 
1.2.2  Limited Information on Developing Seed for Enhanced Biofilm Growth 
for Quick Start-Up Strategy 
Few studies have been done to understand the attached microbial community that is 
ubiquitously associated with an UCBR, in particular, UCBR systems that are operated 
with short start-up times.  A few research groups focused their attention in this area 
(Bartroli et al., 2011 and 2010). However, none of these studies focused on monitoring 
the development of the bacterial community structure in tandem with biofilm 
development; which is necessary for development of a quick start-up strategy. In 
addition, which bacterial populations/communities play the keystone role; consistent 
and dominant in biofilm formation remain unknown. In order to establish a quick start-
up strategy for the UCBR, elucidating the microbial consortium that is ubiquitously 
attached on the sand carriers is necessary. This information would lead to an 
understanding of how to develop good seed for enhanced biofilm formation as well as 




1.2.3  Limited Information on Heterotrophic Communities for Quick Start-Up 
Strategy 
In BAS and UCBR systems, the relationships of the various communities are complex 
and they include: (1) Competition between the outer heterotrophic and inner nitrifying 
bacterial consortia residing in the biofilm, and (2) Competition of heterotrophic 
suspended biomass consortium and the biofilm pellet consortium (van Benthum et al., 
1996a and 199b; Tijhuis et al., 1994a; Lee et al., 2004). The competitions among the 
various consortiums also determined the outcome of the biofilm development and 
system performance (van Benthum et al., 1996a and 1996b). Clearly, the heterotrophic 
bacteria play an important role in biofilm development and the performance of the 
system. Studies to correlate changes in bacterial community composition in biofilm 
and suspended biomass with system performance usually focus more on nitrifying 
populations over heterotrophic populations for the sole reason that biological nitrifying 
processes require a long start-up period (Nogueira et al., 2002; Bernet et al., 2004) 
because of the slow growing nitrifiers. 
 
Therefore, one possible approach to shorten the required start-up time needed for 
UCBR is to minimise the competition between heterotrophs and nitrifiers for oxygen 
and space. This desired attribute could be achieved by manipulating the HRT, 
carbon/nitrogen (C/N) ratio, substrates type and optimal amount of sand concentration 
of the system. The system will then cultivate a predominantly nitrifying biofilm with 
some heterotrophs for maintaining the nitrifiers in the biofilm pellet via EPS secretion; 
and a dominant heterotrophic population in the suspended biomass. In order to achieve 
this objective of preventing heterotrophic bacteria over-crowding the biofilm 
(especially the outer-layer) so that the nitrifying bacteria residing in the inner layer of 
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the biofilm will not suffer from substrates  (i.e. ammonia and nitrite) diffusion 
limitation, it is important to understand how different substrate conditions like 100% 
domestic wastewater, domestic wastewater supplemented with synthetic wastewater 
and 100% synthetic wastewater affect the microbial community of biofilm pellet in 
relation to EPS production. However, most of the past studies usually used 100% 
synthetic wastewater (Nogueira et al., 2002 and Guo et al., 2005). These studies 
showed that Proteobacteria were dominant. Within this phylum, Betaproteobacteria 
were usually dominant in the biofilm and suspended biomass consortia. 
Alphaproteobacteria, other Proteobacteria sub-class and other non-Proteobacteria 
phylum made up the rest. Suspended biomass generally had higher group-level 
diversity over biofilm (Nogueira et al., 2002 and Guo et al., 2005). However, the fine 
scale resolution of the heterotrophic populations of Proteobacteria was not elucidated. 
Biofilm that correlated to a good start-up strategy was also missing (Cheng and Chen, 
1994, Lopes et al, 2000; Villaseňor et al., 2000).  Furthermore, information of bacterial 
taxonomic groups associated with good biofilm development that could be used as 
biomarkers were also not available (Villaseňor et al., 2000). 
 
1.2.4  Limited information on Extracellular Polymeric Substances (EPS) for 
Quick Start-Up Strategy 
It was universally accepted that most bacteria produce EPS in biofilm systems 
(Laspidou and Rittmann, 2002).  It has also been demonstrated that the heterotrophic 
bacterial community is important in the maintenance of the nitrifying bacteria; but on 
the other hand, they directly compete with nitrifying bacteria in a biofilm systems like 




Some of the functions of EPS include: (1) adhesion to surfaces, aggregation of 
bacterial cells in flocs and biofilms, (2) biofilm structure stabilization, (3) protective 
barrier for resistance to toxic substances, (4) water retention, (5) sorption of exogenous 
compounds and nutrients, and (6) facilitating enzymatic activities such as 
macromolecules digestion for nutrients requirements. Essentially, the presence of EPS 
allows microorganisms to live continuously at high-cell densities in stable mixed 
communities (Laspidou and Rittmann, 2002). Therefore, examining the EPS is 
important because such substances can enhance the attachment of other bacterial 
populations (Simões et al., 2007) which in turn allow the development of multispecies 
communities that possess greater combined stability and resilience than mono-species 
communities in a reactor (Møller et al., 1998 and Burmølle et al., 2006). Thus far, 
protein/carbohydrate (P/C) ratio of the EPS produced by the communities was not 
well-characterised during start-up (Lee et al., 2008). This is important because, during 
the initial phases of biofilm development, a high exopolymer production would assist 
in the initial promotion of cell adhesion in the biofilm (Lopes et al., 2000).   
 
This current study therefore serves to address the knowledge gaps highlighted above. 
The findings from this study would assist operators to correlate specific Proteobacteria 
populations associated with good biofilm development, and will eventually lead to an 








1.3 Objectives and Scope 
To develop a quick start-up strategy by accelerating biofilm development the biofilm 
pellet consortium in an UCBR for application in DWW by augmenting DWW with 
SWW.  
 
Part 1 of study 
 
(a)  DWW as a substrate to cultivate biofilm on the sand carrier particles to monitor the 
duration of biofilm development as a control for the study. Performance of 
reactor will be monitored to demonstrate that the operating parameters selected 
are optimal.  
(b) Bacterial communities will be identified after biofilm is fully developed and 
performance is stablised. 
(c) Determine the bacterial community finger print of the matured biofilm using T-
RFLP 
 
Part 2 of study 
(c) Seed from the Part 1 of study will be used to reseed another UCBR 
(d)  Monitor the UCBR performance at different operating conditions, of particular 
interests will be the different ratio of SWW and DWW in the feed and observe 
the duration for biofilm development; and compare with the control of Part 1 of 
study. 
(e) Study the finger print of the biofilm bacterial community using T-RFLP at 
different SWW and DWW ratio and match to T-RFLP of part 1 of the study. 




(d) Common bacterial species/community structure of the biofilm pellet treating 
DWW solely and combination of DWW and SWW may suggest these cluster of 
bacteria communities are important for biofilm development.  
 
 (e) Observe change in morphology and P/C ratio of biofilm pellet for different 
SWW and DWW ratios and compare to DWW solely. Study whether these 
properties of the biofim at different  SWW and DWW ratios have (1) an impact 
on performance and (2) different from DWW solely. 
 
1.4 Organization of Thesis   
This thesis consists of 6 chapters. Chapter 1 provides a general introduction, the 
problem statements and objectives. Chapter 2 provides a critical review on research 
publications relevant to this study. Chapter 3 describes the experimental materials and 
methodologies used. Chapter 4 presents the results and discusses the performance and 
bacterial community structures of the system treating domestic wastewater (a high 
diversity carbon source wastewater). In addition, it also elucidates the fine scale 
resolution of the bacterial community of the biofilm pellet associated with biofilm 
development when the performance of the system stabilised. Chapter 5 discusses the 
usage of mono-type of substrate for accelerating biofilm development using the same 
seed (as presented in Chapter 4). In addition, this chapter also compares and discusses 
bacterial taxonomic groups of importance to biofilm development at different substrate 
conditions. Chapter 6 provides the overall conclusion of the study and 
recommendations for future work. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.1 Biofilm Airlift Suspension (BAS) and Ultra-compact Biofilm 
Reactor (UCBR) Technologies 
Fundamental and applied research works on BAS reactors can be traced to works done 
in the late 1980s (Heijnen, 1985). They included research and development works at 
Gist-Brocades, Dutch Organisation for Applied Scientific Research (TNO) and Delft 
University of Technology (The Netherlands) which subsequently led to the concept of 
CIRCOX airlift reactor. This was further developed and patented by Gist-Brocades and 
commercialized by Paques (Nicolella et al., 2000a and 2000b). The UCBR was 
developed in 1990‟s due to collaborative efforts based on BAS (Heijnen, 1985; 
Heijnen et al. 1991 and 1992; Kwok, 1997; Kwok et al., 1998). These two 
technologies were conceptualised based on the premise of retaining biomass by 
developing biofilm on the carriers, so that carbon or nitrogen loading rate can be 
increased. Coupled with the increase of aeration intensity; the BAS and UCBR can 
operate at higher food-to-microorganism (F/M) ratio.  
 
There had been several reports on the purported advantages of the BAS and UCBR 
systems and these include (1) compactness; (2) good settleability of sludge in effluent; 
(3) no need for returned activated sludge system (RAS), and (4) ability to retain 
microorganisms with relatively low growth rates such as the nitrifying bacteria 





The main difference between BAS and UCBR is the use of carrier. The former used 
the less commonly available basalt which is of volcanic origin whereas; the latter used 
the commonly available sand. Basalt carrier particles were successfully applied in BAS 
for treating domestic wastewater at a sewage treatment plant in Netherlands. A high 
biomass concentration of 15 to 30 g/L was reported (Frijters et al., 1997 and Nicollela 
et al., 2000a and 2000b). In subsequent development, sand carrier particles were 
successfully applied in the UCBR. An attached biomass concentration, in the UCBR, 
of up to 25 g/L and a nitrification rate of up to 10.5 kg/m
3
.d were reported (Yu, 1997). 
Sand carrier concentration of 2.5% (v/v) was able to provide a specific surface area of 




 (Yu, 1997). This value is 1.5 times of the surface area achievable in 
the conventional BAS system. The larger surface area reduces the required reactor 
volume to achieve a same level of treatment performance.  
 
A tall UCBR offers a higher oxygen transfer rate (Lahav et al., 2001) and the oxygen 
transfer rates in BAS is said to be 100 to 200 times of those achievable with the other 
attached growth systems such as trickling filters and rotating biological contactors 
(Boller et al., 1994). Oxygen transfer is important because when treating both 
nitrogenous and carbonaceous wastewaters, nitrification will be affected by the 
availability of dissolved oxygen (DO) in a highly heterogeneous environment like 
domestic wastewater (Hanaki et al., 1990a; 1990b). However, in their study of a bench 
scale suspended growth reactor, a low DO of 0.5 mg/L did not affect ammonia 
oxidation in a pure nitrification system. In fact, the growth yield of ammonia oxidizers 
was doubled at the low DO concentration. This is a positive effect. However, nitrite 
oxidation was strongly inhibited at this low DO concentration. The growth yield of 
nitrite oxidizers was not affected by low DO. It was also noted that the inhibitory 
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effect of organic loading on ammonia oxidation was enhanced by this low DO 
concentration (Hanaki et al., 1990a). In a separate study, the assimilation of ammonia 
by heterotrophs was reported to be proportional to the consumed COD; consequently 
resulting in significantly reduced the ammonia available for nitrification. The ammonia 
assimilation took place in preference to nitrification, and only the surplus ammonia 
after this assimilation was subjected to nitrification (Hanaki et al., 1990b).  
 
In aerobic systems, generally high DO is preferred. However, in UCBR, the DO is 
governed by the SGV. To achieve a high DO in UCBR, the SGV must be high. 
However, high SGV causes the shearing and loss of the biofilm on the carriers due to 
increased frequency and shear force of inter-particle collisions. This is just one 
example of how various operating parameters interact and affect biofilm development 
within the system. There are many other examples showing that operating conditions 
do interact with each other which will affect the biofilm development and performance 
of the system one way or the other. Therefore, in order to achieve steady state biofilm 
growth and detachment processes during steady state operation, understanding of the 
interactions of the engineering and science factors are necessary. One of the many 
reasons for this successful application of sand carrier in the UCBR was due to the 
gradual start-up strategy of increasing the SGV gradually from 0.2 to 2.0 cm/s in the 
first 6 weeks of the start-up operation (Lee and Ong, 2006). Good start-up strategy 
ensured that the biofilm were well formed wherein the sand particles were smooth and 
fully covered with biofilms (Nicolella et al., 2000). Otherwise, the detachments of 
biofilms will occur due to shear. In addition, the ratio between the well-formed biofilm 
pellet and bare sand in any start-up of the system also play an important role. If the 
former (i.e. the seed) was significantly lesser than the bare sand, the system may suffer 
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from biomass loss due to the abrasion of the bare sand on the well-formed biofilm 
pellet. This phenomenon has been confirmed in a study done by Gjaltema et al. 
(1997c). Their study showed that detachment rate and the bare particle concentration 
had a linear relationship when solids hold up was less than 30%. This observation also 
suggested that during start-up, if the bare sand and biofilm pellet particles 
concentration ratio is high, the detachment rate will also be high. Hence, an effective 
start-up strategy for UCBR is important and necessary to achieve homeostasis in such 
engineered ecosystems.  
 
In summary, the strategy for enhancing the development of biofilm on the sand 
particles need to be engineered carefully because the biofilm development is a process 
involving bacterial attachment, growth and their subsequent detachment. These 
processes are affected by many parameters such as adsorption and desorption of 
microorganisms to and from the sand particles, attachment to the sand surfaces, 
concentration and properties of the sand, as well as biofilm growth and detachment in 
addition to those parameters (Table 2.1). At steady state, the balance between biofilm 
growth and detachment determines the physical structure of the biofilm pellet (van 
Loosdrecht et al., 1995). Therefore, good performance characteristics are very much 
governed by biofilm development and dependent on the biofilm formed on the 
suspended particles in these turbulent air-lift reactors (Heijnen et al., 1992).   
 
2.1.1  Typical Ultra-Compact Biofilm Reactor (UCBR) System  
Figure 2.1 shows a schematic of a UCBR. It consisted of two major parts, namely the 
upper 3-phase separation part (No. 3) and the lower reaction part (No. 6). The former 
consists of a three-phase separator while the latter consists of two concentric tubes 
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which separate the lower reaction part into two zones, namely the down-comer and the 
riser.  Particles were kept in suspension by circulating the solid-liquid-air mixture 
through the riser and down-comer via airlift action. The separator was used to separate 
biofilm pellet particles and liquid from the excess air. The inner concentric tube 
supported by four props was inserted into the outer concentric tube to provide a gap for 
flow circulation. At the separator, the inner tube was held by four sets of bolts and 
nuts. The funnel fixed to a guiding rail with two sets of bolts and nuts allow the funnel 
to slide up and down to adjust the gap between the funnel and the separator body. An 
air diffuser (or sparger) was fixed at the center of the bottom of the reactor, where 
compressed air was sparged through it. Air introduced through the sparger is 










2.1.2  Effects of Operating Conditions on Performance Characteristics 
The influence of various factors on BAS and UCBR performance efficiency have been 
studied previously (Badot et al., 1994; Nicolella et al., 2000a and 2000b; and Lee and 
Ong, 2006). The effects of common operating conditions on BAS and UCBR are 
summarized in Table 2.1.  These studies demonstrated how changes in operating 
conditions affect the system and its performance during steady-state operation. Some 
of these operating conditions will affect the start-up and biofilm formation and 
development (as highlighted in Section 2.1.3) while others may not. The literature 
review presented in this section set out to elicit those operating conditions that are 
crucial and may have relevance to developing a quick start-up strategy of the two 
technologies.   
 
A review of literature revealed that most studies were focused on performance 
characteristics in relation to operating conditions. These studies also linked the 
performance characteristics and operating conditions with the microbial community 







Table 2.1 Effects of operating conditions on BAS and UCBR and their performance. 
Operating 
conditions 
Performance Characteristics Effects References 
Substrate Type Synthetic wastewater prepared using mono-type of carbon source 
are usually easily assimilable by the micro-organisms. Loading 
rate of 5 kg Nitrogen/m
3
.day and 6.9 kg COD/m
3
.day were 
demonstrated with good removal efficiencies using synthetic 
wastewater. 
 
Synthetic wastewater containing predominantly acetate as the 
carbon source for aerobic heterotrophic bacteria usually have high 
specific growth rate (approximately 0.3 - 0.5 h
-1
 at 30C). 
 
Heterogeneous wastewaters like domestic wastewater are 
generally more difficult to treat compared to synthetic wastewater 
with mono-type of carbon source.   
Microbial communities population  Tijhuis et al., 1994a;  
Tijhuis et al., 1996;  
Sarkar et al., 2000;  
Villasenor et al., 2000.  
 
 
Wiesmann, 1994;  
Nogueira et al. 2002.  
 
 
Zhou et al., 2003;  








Table 2.1 Effects of operating conditions on BAS and UCBR and their performance (cont‟d). 
Operating 
conditions 
Performance Characteristics Effects References 
Substrate 
concentration 
The COD concentration of domestic wastewater used for BAS 
and UCBR studies ranged from 100 to 450 mg/L.  
 
The upper limit of mono-type of carbon source used in synthetic 
wastewater for the two technologies depends on the type of 
carbon source. Generally, single C compounds are easier to treat. 
 
AOB and NOB were inhibited by NH4
+
-N in range of 10 - 150 
and 0.1 - 1 mg/L, respectively. The inhibition was temperature 
dependent. 
Microbial populations density 
 
 
Biomass volatile solid concentration 
Zhou et al., 2003;  
Ong et al., 2004. 
 




Anthonisen et al., 1976; 









-N ratio of 1, NOB was severely inhibited and 




-N ratio of < 0.3 encourages both good carbon 
and ammonium removals. However, NOB was inhibited. 
Microbial populations‟ spatial distribution in 
biofilm. 
 
Differentiation of microbial communities in 
suspended biomass and biofilm volatile solids. 
 
Inhibition and enhancement of bacterial 
populations. 
Tijhuis et al., 1994a; 
Cheng and Chen, 1994. 
 
Tijhuis et al., 1994,  
van Loosdrecht et al., 1995. 
 
 





Table 2.1 Effects of operating conditions on BAS and UCBR and their performance (cont‟d). 
Operating 
conditions 
Performance Characteristics Effects  References 
Carrier Type Basalt and sand particles demonstrated to have good surface 
properties for cell adhesion. Owing to these properties, they are 
able to facilitate good biofilm grow leading to good performance. 
Biofilm attachment and formation 
 
Biofilm concentration 
Gjaltema et al., 1997b;  
Teixeira and Olivera, 1998; 
Ong et al., 2004. 
Carrier 
Concentration 
Basalt concentration of 150 to 250 g/L demonstrated good biofilm 
formation at a high loading rate of 20 kg COD/m
3
.day for 
synthetic  and domestic wastewaters 
 
Sand concentration of 2.5% (v/v) demonstrated good biofilm 
formation and performance for synthetic wastewater. 




Biofilm thickness and concentration 
Gjaltema et al., 1995; 1997a; 
1997b; 1997c;  
Zhou et al., 2003. 
 
Ong et al., 2004. 
pH Partial nitrification observed at low pH of  < 5.5 and high pH of  
 > 8.5 for domestic wastewater treatment.  
Very low pH of < 4 and very high pH of > 8 severely inhibit both 
heterotrophs and nitrifiers. 
Treatment rate and efficiency 
Low or high pH beyond the optimum range 
will cause incomplete nitrification process. 
van Loosdrecht et al., 1995;   
Ong et al., 2004; 
Villaverde et al., 1997. 
Temperature Nitrification was severely inhibited at very low temperature of < 5 
C. Optimal at 28 C. 






Table 2.1 Effects of operating conditions on BAS and UCBR and their performance (cont‟d). 
Operating 
conditions 
Performance Characteristics Effects References 
DO  Low DO of less than 1.5 mg/L severely affects carbonaceous 
removal and nitrification in suspended biofilm systems. However, 
high DO is not encouraged, because the system would not be 
energy efficient. Generally, DO should be maintained between 2  
to 4.5 mg/L 
Treatment rate 
Low DO concentration led to incomplete 
nitrification 
 
Competition between nitrifying populations.  
 
Competition between heterotrophic and 
nitrifying populations. 
Garrido et al., 1997;  
van Loosdrecht et al., 1995; 
Kim et al., 2005. 
 
Carvallo et al., 2002. 
 
Bernet et al. 2001. 
SGV SGV (using basalt) of < 1.5 cm/s and > 5.6 cm/s affect 
performance with respect to both carbon removal and 
nitrification. SGV (using basalt and sand)  of 2.0 cm/s 
demonstrated to have good biofilm formation and performance 
for domestic and synthetic wastewaters 




Biofilm thickness and concentration 
Heijnen et al., 1992;  
Kwok et al., 1996;  
Patel et al., 2005. 
 
Tijhuis et al. 1994a;  
Ong et al., 2004. 
HRT Low HRT of < 1 h affects carbon and ammonium removal 
efficiency. 
 
Very long HRT of > 3 h also affects carbon and ammonium 
removal efficiency. Biofilm formation was also severely affected. 
Competition between biofilm and suspended 
biomass populations. 
 
Biomass volatile solids affected 
Ong et al., 2004;  
Nogueira et al. 2002. 
 




Table 2.1 Effects of operating conditions on BAS and UCBR and their performance (cont‟d). 
Operating 
conditions 
Performance Characteristics Effects References 
Substrate 
Loading Rate  
BAS able to achieve 100% conversion to biomass at 5 kg COD 
/m
3
.day loading rate, using acetate for mono-type wastewater. 
 
BAS has been shown to perform well in treating domestic 
wastewater in Netherland.  
 
UCBR able to achieve > 90 % treatment efficiency at 20 kg 
COD/m
3
.day loading rate, using ethanol for mono-type 
wastewater. 
 
Biomass volatile solids affected 
 
Competition between biofilm and suspended 
biomass populations. 
Tijhuis et al. 1994b. 
 










Some of these studies suggested certain operating conditions may have a greater 
impact and are important to start-ups and performance; for example, substrate type, 
HRT, and sand concentration (Ong et al., 200; Lee and Ong, 2006; Tijhuis et al., 1994a 
and 1994b; Gjaltema et al. 1997c). A few studies focused on investigating how 
operating conditions during start-up periods affect the biofilm formation because 
without good biofilm formation (Lopes et al., 2000; Batroli et al, 2010), the system 
will not be able to perform optimally following start-up. Hence, operating conditions 
during start-ups affect biofilm development and morphologies (Tijhuis et al., 1996; 
Gjaltema et al., 1995; Gjaltema et al., 1997a; 1997b; 1997c; Villasenor et al. 2002). 
Most of these studies used synthetic wastewater. However, none focus on using 
domestic wastewater to develop a quick start-up strategy. In addition, these studies 
also focused a lot on the AOBs in the biofilm (Bernet et al., 2004). Therefore, in order 
to use the experimental results for developing a quick start-up strategy, it is important 
to conduct study using the real substrate itself (i.e., domestic wastewater).  
 
2.1.3  Weaknesses of Ultra-Compact Biofilm Reactor (UCBR) Technology 
Start-up conditions in any wastewater treatment plants are important. Without a well- 
executed start-up and commissioning of the plant, the consequences can be dire. 
Typically, CAS requires 3 to 5 days to start-up to effectively treat domestic wastewater 
with seeding/inoculation from another CAS (Ferraris et al., 2009 and di Bella et al., 
2010). Lee et al. (2006) reported a start-up operation of 6 weeks that allowed the 
formation of biofilm on the carriers during the initial start-up phase where the SGV 
was gradually increased from 0.2 to 2.0 cm/s; whereby the inoculation was obtained 
from a CAS. In the case of work done by Tan (2002), it was 3 weeks. Generally, an 
average of 4 weeks to start-up is necessary. This duration translates to a few times 
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higher than those of CAS. The long start-up time needed is one of the weaknesses of 
UCBR and BAS technologies. That is, a relatively long duration of 4 weeks is required 
for biofilm development in order for the system to be fully functional with respect to 
treating the incoming wastewater to the desired effluent quality (Lee et al., 2006). 
 
Operationally, it would be ideal to accelerate the biofilm formation within the shortest 
time possible for treatment of domestic wastewater. Most of the work done on UCBR 
was to establish the desired design, operational and performance parameters. Biofilm 
development is one of those parameters. However, the foci of these studies were more 
on how operating conditions affect biofilm development (Lee et al., 2006; Gjaltema, 
1995; 1997a; 1997b; 1997c) or how operating conditions affect the overall 
performance (Ong et al., 2004).  
 
These studies showed that UCBR and BAS technologies require longer start-up time as 
compared to the typical systems (Ferraris et al., 2009; di Bella et al., 2010). 
Additionally, most of these works used synthetic wastewater. Little information was 
available to demonstrate the acceleration and enhancement of biofilm formation for 
these two technologies for application in domestic wastewater treatment.  
 
2.1.4  Application & Demonstrated Operating Conditions Important for Start-
Up 
In the studies conducted by Tan (2002), Zhou et al. (2003), Ong et al. (2004) and 
Frijters et al. (1997) on treatment of domestic wastewater, results demonstrated that 
UCBR was capable of producing good quality effluent despite their small foot-print 
and short HRTs. These studies conducted also established the range of operating 
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conditions necessary for the UCBR to attain desired performance. Table 2.2 
summarizes the range of the respective operating condition reported for treating 
domestic wastewater. 
 
Table 2.2 Typical operating conditions of UCBR system for domestic wastewater 
treatment. 
Operating Parameters  Min Max 
HRT (h) 1  3 
Sand Concentration, Cc (v/v, %) 2  3 
Carrier size (μm) 180  435 
Airflow rate  (L/min) 2.5 5 
Specific Gas Velocity, SGV (cm/s) 0.2 4.6 
Temperature (
o
C) 27  32 
Loading rate (kg COD/m
3





) 0.4 1.2 
Note:  
1.  The above range of operating parameters for domestic wastewater treatment can be found in Liu et 
al. (1999); Ong et al. (2004); Lee et al. (2006 and 2008). 
2.  Range of operating parameters for treatment of synthetic wastewater can be found in Ong et al. 
(1998 and 2003) and Lee et al. (2004 & 2006). 
3. 
#
Translated from Zhou et al. (2003) and Ong et al. (2004) based on best performing operating 
conditions. F/M = 1.1 to 1.2 for the former and F/M = 0.4 to 0.8 for the latter. 
 
HRT. The relationship between biofilm formation as a function of hydraulic retention 
time and biofilm detachment is best explained in the works done by Tijhuis et al. 
(1994a and 1994b) and van Benthum et al. (1996). They suggested that in an ideally 
mixed system, the formation of biofilm on carriers only takes place if the HRT is 
shorter than the inverse of the maximum specific growth rate of the micro-organism. 
This phenomenon was demonstrated by Tijhuis et al. (1994a). They showed that at a 
high HRT of 4 h, biofilm pellet volatile solids was less than 50 mg/L. In contrast, at a 
short HRT of 1 h, the biofilm pellet volatile solids were greater than 700 mg/L. 
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However, the short HRT of 1 h compromised the performance, as demonstrated by the 
works of Frijters et al. (1997) and Ong et al. (2004). 
 
Sand Concentration. The concentration of bare carriers against well-formed biofilm 
had a direct impact on the biofilm development, as demonstrated by Gjaltema et al. 
(1997c). Therefore, during start-up and subsequent use of developed biofilm to 
inoculate other reactors, the concentration of the bare carriers versus inoculum should 
be controlled.  
 
Carrier size. Basalt of diameter ranging from 0.6 to 0.75 mm and sand with diameter 
ranging from 0.2 to 0.5 mm had been successfully tested (Tijhuis et al., 1995; Ong and 
Lee, 2006). Therefore, selection of carrier size for a quick start-up strategy will be an 
important criterion. 
 
Air flow rate and SGV. These two operating conditions are similar but they are 
expressed differently. The optimal SGV for BAS using basalt carrier was reported at 
5.6 cm/s with a carrier concentration of 10% (v/v). In UCBR, the SGV was at 2 - 3 
cm/s with a sand carrier concentration of 2 - 3% (Ong et al., 2004). Hence, for a 
UCBR quick start-up operation, SGV is another important operation condition. This 
was demonstrated by study done by Villasenor et al. (2000). Their study showed that 
detachment of a growing biofilm was significantly higher than a mature biofilm pellet 
(i.e. a non-growing biofilm); when subjected to similar detachment forces. Therefore, 
in a quick start-up strategy where biofilm is still developing, it will be affected by 
detachment forces significantly. Detachment forces are influenced by the SGV. That 
is, increase in SGV relates to increase in the frequency and force of collision between 




Food-to-Microorganism (F/M) Ratio or Loading Rate. The expressions of these 
two operating conditions are different. The F/M ratio relates to the substrates with 
respect to the amount of sludge in the system whereas the latter with respect to the 
volume of the system. Studies done by Zhou et al. (2003) and Ong et al. (2004) 
indicated that an organic loading rate ranging from 3.78 to 18.70 kg/m
3
.day was 
suitable for treating domestic wastewater. The corresponding sludge concentrations for 
the two studies were approximately 5,000 to 6,000 mg/L and 11,000 mg/L, 
respectively, for a HRT of 1 h. However, HRT of 1 h may not be ideal (as highlighted 
earlier) because the performance was not optimal. 
 
Therefore, in start-up operation, it is important to suitably manage the organic loading 
rate so that it could cope with the incoming substrate concentration and at the same 
time encourage biofilm growth. The loading rate should not be too low such that the 
system would not go into endogenous respiration where microorganism utilize their 
own cellular contents and reducing biomass production (Gray, 2004), leading to low 
biofilm production.  
 
Using domestic wastewater to enhance biofilm formation has not been well studied 
and it is necessary to understand this phenomenon because it constitutes as the 
substrate that the system will be treating. A start-up strategy developed based on the 
actual wastewater is essential in order for the developed quick start-up strategy to be 





2.2  Biofilm in Ultra-Compact Biofilm Reactor (UCBR) and Biofilm 
Airlift Suspension (BAS)  
Studies have been conducted to observe the biofilm formation process in relation to 
carrier characteristics and concentrations, HRT, detachment rate, substrate loading and 
reactor scale (Heijnen et al., 1992; Tijhuis et al., 1996).  Other studies included the 
dynamics of biofilm thickness with respect to the heterotrophic and nitrifying 
populations (Tijhuis et al., 1995, 1994a and 1994b). These studies established that the 
heterotrophic and nitrifying species dynamics and distribution in the biofilm is very 
important for maintaining stability and performance of the biofilm reactor (Lee et. al., 
2004). In addition, maintaining homeostasis between these two populations during 
operation without compromising the carbonaceous and ammonium removals.  That is, 
in the BAS or UCBR, the heterotrophs should ideally be residing in the suspended 
biomass whereas the nitrifying populations should be residing on the biofilm pellet 
(Tijhuis et al, 1994a). However, in a heterogeneous environment like domestic 
wastewater, it is impossible to achieve the ideal condition. Heterotrophs would 
definitely be residing on the biofilm. However, operating conditions like SGV and 
carrier concentration are possible means which could be manipulated to prevent the 
overpopulation of heterotrophs on biofilm that in turn would facilitate the nitrifying 
populations to perform ammonium removals. 
 
The above review showed that excellent carboneous removal and nitrification by the 
two sets of bacterial communities is possible. The desired outcome of investigating the 
biofilm formation,  thickness and its physical attributes (of the BAS and UCBR) has 
always been addressing how to select operating conditions to prevent the loss of 
volatile solids or  to control the heterotrophic outgrow (Lee et al., 2004) on top of 
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meeting the desired effluent quality. It is important to elucidate the link between 
operating conditions and microbial communities. In Noguiera et al. (2002)‟s study, the 
effects of HRT and organic carbon on the nitrifying and heterotrophic population 
dynamics in biofilm was investigated. As discussed in Section 2.1.2, both HRT and 
the type of organic carbon used will affect the performance as well as the microbial 
communities. Similarly, in Section 2.1.4, it was highlighted that in a start-up operation, 
both HRT and the type of organic carbon are also important. Therefore, elucidating the 
microbial communities in the biofilm pellet during start-up and subsequently leading 
to developing specialised seed is important. This is because, there is a need to 
understand whether there is any change in the populations of the biofilm when 
substrates conditions change. The change in substrates conditions is necessary in order 
to recommend a quick start-up strategy, so that the populations in the biofilm are stable 
in all the tested substrate conditions. Once such information is elucidated, the most 
appropriate quick start-up strategy could be recommended for enhancing the growth of 
nitrifiers and heterotrophic populations in the biofilm and to accelerate the production 
of EPS.  
 
Therefore, it is important (for the developing of specialised seed upon inoculation of 
activated sludge) that the colonisation of bacteria on the carriers from the activated 
sludge can be tracked at different substrates conditions. The understanding of bacterial 
population that were present during the quick start-up phase and how this specialised 
seed is used for inoculation of subsequent reactors will provide the operator a deeper 
understanding of whether the development of biofilm during quick start-up has any 




2.2.1  Importance of Microbial Communities in Start-Up 
Several studies have shown that temporal microbial community structure in activated 
sludge wastewater treatment system is dynamic (Kaewpipat et al., 2002 and Saikaly et 
al., 2005). In addition, there has not been any study to elucidate whether bacterial 
populations change when substrate conditions change in start-up of suspended biofilm 
systems. There is a need to elucidate whether a cluster of bacteria associated with good 
biofilm formation and development for various substrate conditions. That is, synthetic 
or domestic wastewaters or a combination of both. Such information is useful to the 
operator as one could use this cluster of bacteria as bio-markers to track biofilm 
development during quick the start-up phase.     
 
Several research groups have investigated the relationship between biofilm systems‟ 
performance and the microbial population dynamics. Most of these works were done 
on suspended biofilm technologies focused on nitrifying bacteria (Aoi et al., 2000 and 
2004; Bernet et al., 2004). These studies are important because nitrification is one of 
the first steps in several bacterial mediated processes to remove nitrogen from the 
wastewater. Without this removal, wastewater discharged into the environment will 
cause eutrophication and degradation to the water receiving bodies.  Synthetic 
wastewater was often used, and information derived from these studies may not be 
representative for real world applications.   
 
Nitrifying bacteria especially the AOBs which are involved in the first step of 
nitrification (as shown in Equations 2.1 and 2.2) have been featured prominently in 
most research work (Aoi et al., 2000; Aoi et al., 2004). Aoi et al. (2000) conducted a 
study using a 3-phased fluidised bed to correlate and quantify the AOBs (with fine 
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scale resolution of up to Nitrosomonas spp.) at different NH4
+
-N loading rates and 
using various organic sources as feed. The motivation of their study stemmed from the 
need to investigate the dynamic transition of microbial structure (i.e., the spatial 
distribution of ammonia oxidizers and heterotrophic bacteria) in a biofilm of the 3-
phase fluidized bed bioreactor; by manipulating the C/N ratio. Their studies showed 
that the heterotrophic bacteria occupied the outer biofilm layer (with about 100 μm 
thickness) while the AOBs were distributed in the inner biofilm layer. The gradual 
reduction of C/N ratio showed corresponding reduction in heterotrophic bacteria and 
the AOB extended their dominance at the outer part of the biofilm. Correspondingly, 
the total nitrification activity increased with decreasing C/N ratio. However, all these 
studies (Aoi et al., 2000; Aoi et al., 2004) were conducted using synthetic wastewaters 
and not domestic wastewater. The microbial communities developed in the biofilm 
maybe different because the high diversity of carbon source present in domestic 
wastewater would select different communities or populations. Although, in a start-up 
strategy, it was important to ensure that the C/N ratio was kept to an optimal range to 
facilitate a good distribution of heterotrophic and nitrifying bacteria so that good 
carbonaceous and NH4
+
-N removals were maintained; whilst biofilm was developing. 
In this case, the study done by Aoi et al (2004) demonstrated that stable nitrification 
was realised when C/N ratio reached zero with a influent NH4
+
-N concentration at 600 
mg/L while synthetic carbon source was gradually reduced.  However, high influent 
NH4
+
-N concentration at 600 mg/L would be considered not practical. Typically, the 
NH4
+
-N concentrations in domestic wastewater ranged between 48 to 25 mg/L. The 
C/N ratio ranged between 4.5 and 1.3 (Liu, 1999; Lee et al., 2008).  In start-up 
strategy, using easily assimilable carbon source in synthetic wastewater to complement 
domestic wastewater to accelerate biofilm development was possible. The C/N ratio 
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should remain close to those of domestic wastewater to prevent unnecessary over- or 




 + 3 O2  
(AOBs) bacteria oxidizing ammonia
2 NO2
-
 + H2O + 4H
+




 + O2 + 2 H
+
  
(NOBs) bacteria oxidizing  nitrite
2 NO3 + 2H
+
   Eq (2.2) 
 
In BAS and UCBR technologies, few work was done to elucidate the link between 
operating conditions and microbial communities, let alone during start-ups. Only the 
study of Nogueira et al. (2002) was featured prominently. Their focus was not on 
microbial communities associated with start-up. In addition, they used synthetic 
wastewater and not domestic wastewater to investigate the impact of various HRTs to 
the change of microbial communities of the biofilm pellet. In Guo et al. (2005) study 
on the submerged biofilm system; the organic loading was used to monitor any change 
in microbial communities. These two studies found that Proteobacteria was dominant; 
and within this phylum, Betaproteobacteria were usually dominant in the biofilm. 
Alphaproteobacteria and other Proteobacteria and other non-Proteobacteria phylum 
make up the rest which were insignificant. Suspended biomass generally had higher 
group-level diversity over biofilm (Nogueira et al., 2002; Guo et al., 2005).   
 
The above review showed that there are interests in understanding the link between 
operating conditions and their effect on the microbial communities and eventually, led 
to better understanding of how the microbial communities are affected by the operating 
conditions and how the performance of the system is affected. In accelerating 
nitrification performance in start-ups, one group investigated the presence of nitrifiers 
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in a BAS seeded by another (Batroli et al., 2011). They used seed combination (i.e., 
bioaugmentation) of conventional sludge and nitrifying activated sludge from a full 
nitrification pilot plant under stable conditions. They inoculated one BAS with a 
conventional CAS and nitrification CAS sludges while another BAS (i.e.  non-
bioaugmented) was inoculated with CAS sludge only. Development of the nitrifying 
populations in the two BASs was monitored.  Full nitritation was successfully 
achieved in the bioaugmented BAS from the beginning of the start-up. More than 150 
days were needed to achieve full nitritation in the non-bioaugmented BAS. Their study 
was done to compare and observe the start-up duration to achieve nitritation of 
bioaugmented and non-bioaugmented BASs; and whether the nitrification performance 
by the former was accelerated (Batroli et al., 2011). Such study was conducted 
stemmed from investigating whether nitrification sludge from a nitrifying CAS can 
assist in growing critical quantities of nitrifying populations in the biofilm of the BAS 
during start-up operation since they were slow growing. However, in the application of 
such know-how to domestic wastewater, it may be a challenge because the substrate 
used in their study was synthetic wastewater where ammonium was the main 
component of the study. In addition, the fine scale resolution of the heterotrophic 
populations of Proteobacteria of the consortium, especially the biofilm development 
that associated to a good start-up strategy, has not been elucidated. In other biofilm 
technologies, studies have shown that mono-type of carbon sources showed enhanced 
and accelerated biofilm development and formation (Cheng and Chen, 1994 and 
Villasenor et al., 2000, Lopes et al., 2000).  These mono-type carbon sources 
wastewaters (i.e., synthetic wastewater) substrate could be a quick way to start-up 
biofilm and possibly help to mitigate the long start-up time of BAS and UCBR. 
However, the character of domestic wastewater is very different from those used in the 
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studies reviewed. In some studies, domestic wastewater was used to investigate the 
possibility of using UCBR for domestic wastewater treatment application and their 
results showed promise (Liu, 1999; Ong et al., 2004).  
 
Hence, when quick start-up strategies are being developed, they can be better managed 
by understanding the bacterial species present in the biofilm pellet. Such specialised 
seeds developed from the quick start-up strategies would contained known bacterial 
species associated with good biofilm development. Thus, it provides operators the 
confidence to use these specialised seed for subsequent inoculation of other reactors.  
The paucity of information on how bacterial communities are affected by the operating 
conditions, and whether community analysis can be used to explain and predict the 
performance of the biofilm technologies (Wuertz et al., 2004) and biofilm 
development for start-ups needs further study. Therefore, in order to understand the 
role and importance of biofilm for developing a quick start-up strategy for enhancing 
biofilm growth via excessive EPS secretion from the biofilm pellet consortium for 
application in domestic wastewater, elucidating the microbial communities is 
important. Whereupon, cluster of bacteria associated with enhanced biofilm formation 
at different substrate conditions for quick start-up strategy can be tracked and retained 
in the biofilm for subsequent re-seeding.   
 
2.2.2  Role of Extracellular Polymeric Substances (EPS) in Biofilm Formation 
during Start-Up  
Biofilm development is important to the start-up operations and is dependent on the 
microbial community. Generally, the heterotrophs secrete the most EPS because they 
are fast growers (Tijhuis et al., 1996), although universally, it was understood that 
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most bacteria secrete EPS (Lapidou and Rittmann, 2002). The carriers in the system 
provided a substratum for the formation of biofilm whereby surface colonization by a 
bacterium can enhance the attachment of others to the same surface (Simões et al., 
2007). This phenomenon allows the development of multispecies communities often 
possessing greater combined stability and resilience than each individual species 
(Møller et al., 1998 and Burmølle et al., 2006). The diversity of microbial communities 
in biofilms leads to a variety of complex relationships involving inter- and intra-
species interactions (Hansen et al., 2007; Elenter et al., 2007). The formation of 
biofilm under such turbulent regime with high shear and abrasion rates has been 
described before (Heijnen et al., 1992).  The interactions between various groups of 
microbial communities in the biofilm pellet are only possible due to the presence of 
EPS secreted largely by the communities in the biofilm pellet.  EPS is important in 
biological treatment processes as it provides stabilization of microbial structures and a 
protective layer for these communities. In addition, it also provides a framework of 
micro scale highways in the biofilm pellet for the interactions of the microbial 
communities present in the biofilm pellet. The EPS comprise of biopolymers resulting 
from the active secretion of microbial metabolic products, cell lysis materials, and 
adsorption of materials from wastewater. Major components of EPS are typically 
polysaccharides, proteins, nucleic acids, humic acids and lipids. The composition is 
heterogeneous and diverse range of composition has been reported (Lapidou and 
Rittmann, 2002).   
 
However, many questions remain unanswered concerning the role of EPS in biofilm 
formation during start-up of BAS (Lopes et al, 2000; Villaseňor et al, 2000). One of 
the many pressing questions is whether change in feed substrate conditions induced a 
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corresponding change in the concentrations of proteins and carbohydrates and P/C 
ratio. Additionally, do the change in the concentrations of proteins and carbohydrates 
and P/C ratio shed light on the morphology of the biofilm? The reason for such 
pressing questions arose because studies have shown that in CAS, increase in EPS 
protein led to fluffy sludge having high sludge volume index (SVI) (Martinez et al., 
2004).  High SVI normally indicates weak structural and mechanical stability of flocs 
(Martinez et al., 2004) In biofilms, EPS are the building blocks mediated by non-
covalent interactions (Flemming, 1996; Mayer et al., 1999). Such mediation could 
either be directly with polysaccharide chains or indirectly via multivalent cations 
bridges. Studies have also suggested that proteins (i.e., lectin-like) contributed to the 
formation of 3-dimensional network of biofilm by cross-linking polysaccharides either 
directly or indirectly via multivalent cation bridges (Higgins and Novak, 1997). Since 
amino acids of proteins are generally negatively charged, they would be more involved 
than sugars in electro-static bonds with multivalent cations.  Therefore, proteins and 
carbohydrates which formed the major bulk of the EPS are important to the structural 
and mechanical stability of the biofilm (Dignac et al., 1998). 
 
In a quick start-up strategy of UCBR, the relationship between EPS (via 
polysaccharide and protein concentrations and P/C ratio) and morphology of the 
biofilm have not been elucidated when substrates conditions change. The structural 
and mechanical stability of the biofilm are important to biofilm development because 
if not manage properly, it would led to high detachment rate and loss of volatile solids 
from the system. Additionally, it would also lead to fluffy biofilms and outgrowth 
which in turn would lead to instabilities with respect to separation of the biofilm 
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particles and treated water. In addition, performance of the treatment system would be 
compromised (Tijhuis et al., 1996, van Loosdrecht et al., 1995). 
 
In BAS and UCBR technologies, two studies were conducted on characterising the 
EPS. They were works of Lopes et al. (2000) and Lee et al. (2008).  
 
In the study conducted by Lopes et al. (2000), they used Pseudomonas fluorescence (a 
well-known biofilm producer) as an inoculum to investigate its substrate consumption 
rate and the relationship between the consumption rate and polysaccharide and protein 
concentrations (of the biofilm). In addition, the thickness of the biofilm was also 
monitored. This study was conducted due to the urgency to have a more detailed 
knowledge of the biofilm characteristics since these properties will be affected by the 
initial conditions of biofilm development (i.e., initial cell adhesion). They also 
demonstrated that during the early phase of biofilm development, high exopolymer 
production in the biofilm was observed which assisted in cell adhesion. The high 
turbulence and strong abrasive environment may also trigger the secretion of these 
polymers. However, domestic wastewater is complex and the type of organisms found 
in this waste-stream is also complex. The study by Lopes et al. (2000) was conducted 
using synthetic wastewater and no domestic wastewater treatment system in the world 
runs with synthetic wastes. Hence, information derived from the study by Lopes et al. 
(2000) may not be useful for applications; because P/C ratios maybe different when 
the substrate conditions change (Lopes et al., 2000; Lee et al., 2008).  
 
Villaseňor et al. (2000) reported that a few types of C1 compounds were capable of 
enhancing EPS production of the biofilm. However, they did not elucidate the 
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chemical composition of the biofilm fed on synthetic wastewaters containing these C1 
compounds. In addition, they did not relate these chemical compositions to the 
structural and mechanical stability of the biofilm. The operator would have difficulty 
understanding the causes to the failure of the process fail due to biofilm morphology. 
However, with the knowledge of the chemical composition co-related to the 
morphology, the operator is able to control the substrate conditions to obtain a biofilm 
that has good settleability (Martinez et al., 2004).  
 
To-date no studies have been attempted on using different substrate conditions like by  
mixing domestic with synthetic wastewaters to accelerate biofilm development in an 
UCBR  to quick the process for treatment of domestic wastewater.  
 
In-situ versus ex-situ technique for EPS characterisation. The study conducted by 
Lopes et al. (2000) focused on characterising the biofilm pellet‟s EPS by quantifying 
the polysaccharides and proteins using ex-situ technique during start-up of a BAS. 
They determined the biofilm pellet in relation to the concentration of the carrier. The 
simple carbon source used in the synthetic wastewater was glucose. Their findings 
may not be representative to operation using domestic wastewater treatment because it 
is a heterogeneous substrate that contains numerous indigenous micro-organisms. 
However, an important suggestion from their study was the discovery of high 
turbulence with strong abrasive conditions trigger excretion of polymers and promotes 
cell adhesion. Similarly for Lee et al. (2008), they also used ex-situ technique to 
characterise the biofilm pellet‟s EPS during the stable operation of the UCBR treating 
domestic wastewater but not during start-up. They tried to investigate the link between 
EPS protein/carbohydrate ratio, biofilm morphology, COD and nitrification efficiency. 
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However, no conclusion was drawn in this latter study. They reasoned that the 
fluctuating influent characteristics let to the inconclusive study.  They postulated that a 
change in C/N ratio could trigger a shift in heterotrophic activity which in turn would 
alter the composition of the microbial communities and EPS. Increase in C/N ratio 
corresponded to an increase in heterotrophic outgrowth on the biofilm, thereby 
reducing the activities of the nitrifying bacteria enveloped by this heterotrophic 
outgrowth (Tijhuis et al., 1994a; 1994b; Aoi et al, 2004;  Lee et al., 2004). The 
heterotrophic outgrowth generally refers to overproduction of EPS. The heterotrophic 
outgrowth may trigger change in composition of the EPS. 
 
Studies by Lopes et al. (2000) and Lee et al. (2008) used ex-situ technique to 
characterise the biofilm‟s EPS. It has been known that in-situ technique has certain 
advantages over the ex-situ technique (Meng et al., 2010; Ng and Ng, 2008). These 
include: (1) easy visualisation of the constituents of the EPS because of fluorescence 
probes are available to target almost all of the constituents, and (2) availability of 
multiple staining protocols making it possible to visualise all these constituents 
spatially. As the development of the biofilm pellet must be structurally strong to 
prevent loss of volatile solids from the system due to structurally weak biofilm, the 
observation of the spatial distribution of the constituents will be useful as it may also 
indicate the structural strength and compactness of the biofilm pellet. 
 
 
Substrate conditions best for the growth and stability of biofilm developed for 
quick start-up.  Mono-type of carbon sources (i.e., sucrose, formic acid, methanol and 
glucose) have been demonstrated to be a good substrate for biofilm development 
(Cheng and Chen, 1994; Lopes et al., 2000; Villasenor et al., 2000). These easily 
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assimilable carbon sources upon uptake by the bacteria increased in EPS production of 
the biofilm. However, excessive production of EPS in the BAS can lead to excessive 
heterotrophic layer/thickness which can in turn compete for substrates like DO and 
space within the biofilm pellet matrix (Ong et al. 2003). In addition, the strategy 
developed to encourage excessive proliferation of EPS for good biofilm growth and 
development may have an impact on the performance of the system. The use of 
synthetic wastewater, prepared based on mono-type of carbon source, has also shown 
to promote the development of biofilm with weak structural strength (by visualisation 
under the microscope). In contrast, domestic wastewater fed with biofilm has high 
structural strength (Zhou et al., 2003) which could settle more readily; but slow in the 
build-up of biofilm (Ong et al., 2004). Correspondingly, in the study of UCBR treating 
domestic wastewater, the EPS protein concentration was found to range from 10 to 70 
mg/g VSS of biofilm (Lee et al., 2008).  
 
Therefore, it is desirable to conduct further study to investigate whether a mono-type 
of carbon source like sodium acetate, or combining it with domestic wastewater may 
give rise to a dynamic nature of the consortium and whether it is able to provide a link 
between biofilm protein/carbohydrate ratio, biofilm morphology, COD and 
nitrification efficiency.  
 
2.3 Summary 
From the literature reviewed, a major drawback of the BAS and UCBR technology is 
the long start-up period. This is essentially due to biofilm formation on the bare 
carriers. Biofilm stability is crucial towards the operations and treatment efficiencies. 
A study focusing on shortening the start-up period may prove to be a breakthrough for 
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further acceptance of these technologies in the industry. Since biofilm formation 
depends on many factors and one of it is the substrate conditions, an understanding of 
how substrates conditions may affect the development of a quick start-up strategy for 
enhancing biofilm growth via excessive EPS secretion from the biofilm pellet 
consortium for application in domestic wastewater is important. This kind of study will 
lead to a detailed understanding of the composition and spatial distribution of the EPS 
constituents and structural strength of the biofilm fed by the various substrate 
conditions. Additionally, any change in the populations of the biofilm when substrates 
conditions change will shed light on whether these populations in the biofilm are stable 
in all tested substrate conditions. Once such information is elucidated, the most 
appropriate quick start-up strategy could be recommended for enhancing the growth of 
these populations in the biofilm.  
 
Moreover, EPS was shown to be a fundamental component of biofilm formation and 
its characteristics varied under different influent conditions. Understanding how EPS 
characteristics are affected by the type/diversity of carbon sources will enable 
operators to determine the best possible quick start-up conditions. A comprehensive 
study based on such objectives will lead to a better understanding of UCBR 




CHAPTER 3: MATERIALS & METHODS 
3.1 Ultra-Compact Biofilm Reactor (UCBR) Setup 
This study was organised in two parts, namely Part 1 and Part 2. In Part 1 of the study,   
a 5.4-L UCBR was operated to confirm the performance of the selected operating 
conditions and to grow the biofilm by treating domestic wastewater; and act as a 
control. The characteristic of the domestic wastewater for Part 1 of the study is shown 
in Table 3.1. Part 2 of the study used a 2.0-L UCBR to treat a combination of both 
domestic and synthetic wastewaters to study quick start-up strategies. The 
characteristic of the wastewater is shown in Table 3.2. Physical dimensions and 
configurations of the 2 UCBRs are presented in Table 3.3 and Figure 3.1, 
respectively.  
 
Table 3.1 Characteristics of wastewater.  
Parameter Mean (mg/L)       Standard Deviation 
Total COD 314.77 82.52 
Soluble COD 76.72 21.58 
Settled COD 160.53 51.68 






 -N 29.06 4.17 
NO2
-
 -N n.d. - 
NO3
- 
-N n.d. - 
PO4
-






Table 3.2 Characteristic of wastewater in Part 2 of the study.  
Parameter Phase I Phase II Phase III Phase IV Phase V 
Total COD 
(mg/L) 
529.3 ± 49.4 457.2 ± 51.5 423.5 ± 41.2 460.8 ± 63.6 478.0 ± 23.9 
Soluble COD 
(mg/L 














31.64 ± 4.25 28.21 ± 4.85 22.35 ± 1.26 21.22 ± 2.74 18.96 ± 2.88 
NO2
-











3.82 + 1.05 3.73 + 0.95 3.93 + 1.30 3.63 + 0.75 4.13 + 0.05 
 
 
Wastewater was pumped from a feed tank with a peristaltic pump (Cole Parmer 
Instrument, Model: 7553-85) controlled by a flow-rate controller (Cole Parmer 
Instrument, Model: MASTERflex).  A top mounted stirrer (LIGHTNIN, Model: Series 
21) was used to keep solids in the feed tank in suspension. 
 
A pH probe (Cole Parmer Instrument, Model:  ILLINOIS 60714) was installed at the 
top of the separator. A DO probe (Yellow Springs Instrument, Model: YSI 58) was 
also   installed at the middle of the down-comer body of the UCBR by insertion from 
the top to monitor the dissolved oxygen concentration in the reactor. An air diffuser (or 
sparger) was fixed at the centre at the bottom of the reactor, where compressed air was 
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sparged through it. The compressed air introduced through the sparger was controlled 
by an airflow meter (Keiso, Model: TFK NP-G24).  A pH dosing and controller pump 
(Barnant, Model: HD pH-P) was used to adjust pH for Part 2 of the study.   
 
Table 3.3 Physical dimensions of the 2 UCBRs. 
Organisation  Part 1 Part 2 
Physical Dimensions  Domestic 
Wastewater 
Shift from Domestic to 
Synthetic Wastewater
 
Total Reactor Volume (L) 
Separator (L) 
Total Reactor Height (m) 
Riser Height (m) 
Riser Diameter (mm) 
Downcomer Diameter (mm) 
Separator Diameter (mm) 
Distance between Riser  






















Figure 3.1 Photograph of the UCBR setup 
 
As shown in Figure 3.2, the sand was purchased from a local supplier who supplied 
sand to the construction industry and the porosity of about 0.42 was furbished by this 
supplier. Sand particles ranging from 180 μm to 425 μm were prepared and selected 
for the study. The selected sand particles (density of 2600 kg/m
3
) of various sizes were 
washed with tap water to remove organics. They were dried in an oven at 103ºC - 
105ºC for 24 h. The dried sand particles were sieved using two sieves of 425 m and 
180 m (Endecotts, Model Sieve: BS410/1986). Sand particles larger than this size 
range were discarded. The selected sand particles were stored. When the sand particles 
3-phase separator 
DO measure 
Feed tank stirrer 
Feed tank Sampling port 




Air inlet to air 
sparger control by 
air flow meter & 
hidden behind feed 
tank 
Note: Alkaline 
dosing & pH 
measurement hidden 




were ready for usage, they were washed again with deionised water and dried in a 
105C oven for 24 h and transferred to a 550C furnace for 20 min (to remove 
organics) and cooled in a desiccator thereafter.  
 
 
Figure 3.2 Sand particles used as carriers for biofilm in the UCBRs.   
 
3.2 Operating Conditions 
Operating conditions used in this study are presented in Table 3.4.   
 
Compressed air delivered by a centralised compressor (with a hot standby) was 
sparged through an air diffuser at the bottom of the reactor and controlled by an 








Table 3.4 Operating conditions of the 2 UCBRs. 




Sand carrier concentration (%) 
Carrier size (mm)   
mean (mm) 
Air flow rate (L/min) 











Domestic to Synthetic 
Wastewater 
100 
2.6  0.2 







A SGV of between 4.2 to 4.6 cm/s for Parts 1 and 2 of the study was established with 
preliminary calibrations using tap water and bare sand particles. In Part 1 of the study, 
calibration was conducted using tap water and bare sand particles. It showed that 2.5 
L/min air flow rate was unable to suspend 4% (v/v) of sand particles. Therefore 5 
L/min correspond to a SGV of 4.2 cm/s was adopted to ensure good suspension during 
start-up at 4% (v/v).  In Part 2 of the study, a SGV of 4.6 cm/s was achieved 
corresponding to an air flow rate of 2.5 L/min. Hence, this system was operated close 
to 2.6 % (v/v) as suggested by Liu (1999). pH was not adjusted in Part 1 of the study. 
In Part 2 of the study, pH was not adjusted until system performance stabilized. pH 
adjustment was carried out using 0.25M Sodium carbonate (i.e. 26.5 g of 99% sodium 
carbonate (NaHCO3) dissolved in 1 L deionised water).  
 
The synthetic wastewater (SWW) used in Part 2 of the study was prepared using 
sodium acetate as the carbon source. Acetate is the ion resulting from loss of H from 
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acetic acid. The name acetate can also refer to a salt containing this anion, or an ester 
of acetic acid. Acetate was used because it is found in large quantities in DWW 
(Narkis et al., 1978).  Each litre of SWW contained 121.7 mg of ammonium chloride, 
9 mg of di-hydrogen potassium phosphate, 1,368.4 mg of sodium acetate and 1 mL of 
trace elements in 1 L of water. Each litre of trace elements solution contained the 
following chemicals (amount): CaCl2·H2O (10 g), FeCl3·6H2O (8 g), MgSO4·7H2O (5 
g), CoCl2·6H2O (2 g), Thiamine-HCl (2 g), NaSiO3·9H2O (1 g), Al2(SO4)3·16H2O 
(0.55 g), MnCl2·2H2O (0.05 g), (NH4)6Mo7O24·6H2O (0.001 g), CuSO4·5H2O (0.001 
g), ZnSO4·7H2O (0.001 g) and H3BO4 (0.001 g). 
 
3.3 Experimental Design  
In 5.4-L UCBR, biofilm was formed on the carriers over time with air introduced 
through the air diffuser using activated sludge and domestic wastewater collected from 
local wastewater treatment plant.  Fully formed biofilm particles from 5.4L UCBR 
were used to seed 2.0-L UCBR. The 2.0-L UCBR was subsequently fed with domestic 
wastewater followed by one with both domestic and synthetic wastewaters blended 
together; and finally synthetic wastewater.  
 
The 2.0-L UCBR was operated to observe biofilm development and system 
performance under different substrate conditions. The feed was progressively shifted 
from domestic to synthetic wastewater in 5 phases with intermittent lull period where 
the system was fed with domestic wastewater with no analysis being conducted. The 5 
phases were: (i) 100% domestic wastewater without pH control, (ii) 100% domestic 
wastewater with pH control (iii) 75% domestic and 25% synthetic wastewaters with 
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pH control, (iv) 50% domestic and 50% synthetic wastewater with pH control; and (V) 
100% synthetic wastewater with pH control. 
 
 
3.4 Sample Preparations and Analytical Methods  
Chemical analysis of liquid. Liquid samples from the influent and effluent of the 2 
UCBRs were collected every week via the feed tank and the 3 phase separator leading 
to a sampling bottle. 1 litre was collected for each point for liquid analysis as described 
in Sections 3.4.1 to 3.4.6. pH was monitored once a week. The performance 
parameters were monitored by collecting samples from the influent and effluent of the 
two UCBRs. The parameters analysed were DO, pH, total suspended solids (TSS), and 










-P) was also measured.  Preparation of liquid samples 
of influent and effluent for chemical oxygen demand (COD) was slightly different. 
Influent COD was analysed for total chemical oxygen demand and dissolved chemical 
oxygen demand whereas for effluent, „total settled COD‟ refers to effluent samples 
collected were allowed to settle in a beaker to simulate a secondary clarifier before 
extracting the supernatant for analysis. 
 
Physical analysis of solids. Solid samples within the 2 UCBRs were collected from 
the 2 UCBRs weekly for physical analysis as described in Sections 3.4.5 to 3.4.8. The 
UCBRs‟ suspended biomass solids, i.e. mixed liquor suspended solids (MLSS) and 
mixed liquor volatile suspended solids (MLVSS) were analysed. The UCBRs‟ biofilm 
pellet solids, i.e.  specific biofilm volatile solids (SBVS), total volatile biofilm solids 
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(TVBS) of biofilm pellet were also analysed. Subsequently, the total volatile biomass 
solids (TVS) of the UCBRs were also calculated by adding MLVSS of suspended 
biomass fractions to the TVBS of biofilm pellet fractions of the respective UCBRs. 
Other operating conditions monitored included air flow rate, specific gas velocity 
(SGV), and sand concentration (Cc). 
 
 Molecular microbiological analysis of solids. After the performance of the UCBR 
stabilised, samples of biofilm pellet particles were extracted for 16s rRNA genes and 
T-RFLP analysis in Part 1 of the study. In Part 2 of the study, samples from biofilm 
pellet particles were extracted for T-RFLP analysis for every shift of the wastewater, 
as described in Section 3.4.8 to Section 3.4.12. 
 
EPS characterisation. Biofilm pellet particles for the 5 phases of Part 2 of the study 
were analysed for protein and carbohydrate concentrations and images of these two 
types of samples were also captured to show the relative spatial distribution of proteins 
and carbohydrates present in the biofilm pellet matrix, as described in Sections 3.4.13 
to 3.4.16.  
 
The biofilm pellet particles‟ images for the 5 phases of Part 2 of the study were 
captured and analysed for thickness, as described in Section 3.4.14 
 
3.4.1 pH and Dissolved Oxygen (DO)  
pH was measured regularly to obtain an indication whether the nitrification process has 
taken place; especially in Part 1 of this study. The pH was measured using a pH sensor 
(Cole Parmer Instrument, Model: Illinois 60714).  In addition, pH sensor was used in 
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Phase II to V of Part 2 to send the feedback signal for the dosing system to dose 0.25M 
sodium carbonate (i.e. 26.5 g 99% sodium carbonate (NaHCO3) dissolved in 1 litre of 
deionised water) to maintain a pH of between 6.5 to 8 for optimal nitrification. In 
contrast, an automated pH dosing system (Barnant, Model: HP pH-P) was used for 
Part 2 of the study. 
 
DO was measured regularly to ensure sufficient DO for good nitrification process to 
take place. The DO was measured using a DO sensor (Yellow Springs Instruments 
(USA), Model: YSI 58). 
 
3.4.2 Total and Dissolved Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) Analyses 
The Closed Reflux Method using dichromate as the oxidant in accordance to Standard 
Methods (APHA, 2005) was adopted for the COD test. The samples were prepared 
according to the Standard Methods (APHA, 2005) and digested with an electrothermal 
heater (Fisher General Scientific, Model: Electromate ME,). Total COD was measured 
without filtration while the filtered COD was measured after filtration using cellulose 
acetate membrane of pores size 45 µm (Gelman Science, Model:  GN-6 Grid 47 mm, 
045 m). Settled COD was measured by extracting the supernatant after the solids in 
the collected sample was allowed to settle for 1 hour under quiescent conditions to 





















respectively) were measured after filtration using cellulose acetate membrane of pore 
size 45 µm  (German Science, Model: GN-6 Grid 47 mm, 0.45m) using ion 
chromatographic analysis (Dionex Corporation, Model: Dionex 200i/sp).  
 
3.4.4 Total Suspended Solids (TSS) and Total Volatile Suspended Solids (TVSS) 
The suspended and volatile suspended solids were measured in accordance with 
Standard Methods (APHA, 2005). Porcelain crucibles and glass microfiber filter paper 
(GF/G, Whatman) were rinsed with deionised water and transferred to a furnace 
(Thermolyne 48000, Omega Medical Scientific) at 550C for 20 minutes and cooled in 
a desiccator before use. Sample was filtered onto the glass microfiber paper and dried 
in an oven (MEMMERT ULM, Schmidt Scientific) at 105C for 1 h and ignited in a 
furnace at 550C for 20 min. After each heating step, the sample was cooled to 
ambient temperature in a desiccator before being weighed. 
 
3.4.5 Sample Preparation of Suspended Biomass and Biofilm Pellet Particles  
Mixed liquor samples were extracted from the reactor using a 50-mL syringe. The 
syringe was filled with some air, before it was inserted into the sampling port of the 
UCBRs (the middle sampling point). The piston of the syringe was then depressed 
rapidly after the opening the sampling point. After ten seconds, the piston was drawn 
rapidly and 30 mL of mixed liquor was drawn. The mixed liquor was then transferred 
to a beaker and swirled to suspend the suspended biomass but not the biofilm pellet 
particles. The suspended biomass was poured into another beaker such that no carrier 
with biofilm flowed into this beaker (i.e. containing the suspended biomass only). The 
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biofilm pellet particles were subsequently washed gently with distilled water to wash 
out the suspended solids and poured into the beaker containing the suspended biomass. 
This washing step was repeated for 3 times.  
 
The beaker containing the suspended biomass was then subjected to MLSS and 
MLVSS analysis as described in Section 3.4.4. 
 
3.4.6 Specific Biofilm Volatile Solids (SBVS) and Total Biofilm Volatile Solids 
(TBVS) 
The prepared biofilm pellet particles described in Section 3.4.5 was analysed for 
specific biofilm volatile solids (SBVS) in accordance to Standard Methods (APHA, 
2005), with modifications. The differences are the non-usage of the glass microfiber 
filter paper (GF/G, Whatman) and duration of the drying process. The beaker 
containing the biofilm pellet particles was poured directly into the porcelain crucibles 
with no filtration step and dried in an oven (MEMMERT ULM, Schmidt Scientific) at 
105C for 48 hours. The rest of the steps remain the same as described in Section 
3.4.4. 
 


















SBVS = specific biofilm volatile solids (mg volatile solids/g sand);  
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W0 = weight of a crucible (g);  
W1 = total weight of the dried sample and the crucible (g);  
W2 = total weight of the ignited sample and the crucible (g);  
“a” and “b” are 0.18 and 0.82 respectively (the non-volatile and volatile fractions of 
the biofilm); and 2.7 was to account for volatile loss of sand due to the ignition at 
550C.  
 
A set of measurements of the biofilm pellet particles was used to determine the volatile 
and non-volatile ratio. The average fraction of volatile solids was noted to be 0.82. 
Therefore, 18% non-volatile portion of the biomass was assumed. The expression to 













           Eq (3.2) 
where: 
W0 = weight of a crucible (g) 
W1 = total weight of the dried sample and the crucible (g) 
W2 = total weight of the ignited sample and the crucible (g) 
 
The first part on the right-hand-side of the Equation 3.2 is the specific volatile solids 
including the ignited sand weight loss. The second part is the volatile loss of sand after 




To consider the loss of bare sand after ignition, the measurement following the above 
procedure was done on sand without any biofilm. The results showed that 0.27% of the 
sand materials were lost due to ignition. 
 
The total biofilm volatile solids (TBVS) concentration in the reactor was obtained by 
multiplying SBVS with the carrier volumetric concentration (CC) and carrier density 
as: 
          
)/(2600 LmgxCxSBVSConcTBVS c      Eq (3.3) 
 
where:  
TBVS = total biofilm volatile solids (mg volatile solids /L wastewater);  
CC = volumetric concentration of carrier in the reactor (%); and  
2600 = density of carrier (g/L sand). 
 
3.4.7 Carrier Concentration (Cc)   
The carrier concentration (Cc) in the reactor was estimated and expressed as below: 
 
Cc = (((W2 – W0) – ((0.18/0.82) x (W1 –W2))) / (V x 2.6)) x 100 (%)             Eq (3.4) 
where: 
V = volume of the sampled liquor (mL) 
W0 = weight of a crucible (g) 
W1 = total weight of the dried sample and the crucible (g) 




3.4.8 Sample Preparation, DNA Extraction and Isolation 
The procedures for sample collection and preparation were as described in Section 
3.4.5. The biofilm pellet particles were pelletised in a 2mL centrifuge tube at 12,000 
rpm for 5 min and the supernatant was then discarded. The pelletising step for biofilm 
pellet particles was carried out immediately thereafter. 
 
Total genomic DNA of the biofilm pellet particles was isolated using the protocol 
adopted in Stackebrandt and Goodfellow (1991), with minor modification. The biofilm 
pellet matrix and suspended biomass in their respective centrifuge tubes were digested 
by lysozyme, archromopeptidase and incubated in 37C for 30 min. Thereafter, DNAs 
were purified twice by using phenol-chloroform to avoid contamination. Iso-propanol 
was used to precipitate nucleic acid in the presence of salt. Finally, DNA pellets were 
washed with 70% Ethanol, air-dried and dissolved in double-distilled water.  
 
3.4.9 Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) 
DNA amplification was performed on all collected samples using the Bacteria-specific 
forward primer 27F (5‟-AGA GTT TGA TCM TGG CTC AG-3‟) [M = A or C]) and 
the reverse primer 1512R (5‟-GGC TAC CTT GTT ACG ACT T-3‟). Forward primer 
was labelled with Cy5 fluorescent whereas reverse primer was not labelled for terminal 
restriction fragment length polymorphism (T-RFLP). Whereas, both the forward and 
reversed primers used for 16S rRNA genes cloning technique and analysis were not 
labelled with fluorescent. PCR reaction protocol was used as per Lukow et al. (2000). 
 
Ammonia oxidising-bacteria specific forward primer amoA-1F (5‟-GGG GTT TCT 
ACT GGT GGT-3‟); and reverse primer amoA-2RT (5‟-CCC CTC TGS AAA GCC 
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TTC TTC-3‟ [S = G or C]) and PCR reaction protocol were used as per Rotthauwe   et 
al. (1997) for amoA genes cloning technique and analysis. 
 
3.4.10 Terminal Restriction Fragment Polymorphism (T-RFLP) 
Purified Cy5 labelled PCR products of biofilm pellet particles at Day 120 of Part 1 of 
the study and those at each change of wastewater type of Part 2 of the study were 
incubated with restriction enzymes (REs) digestion using Alu I (AG^CT), Hae III 
(GG^CC) and Rsa I (GT^AC) and treated with mung bean nucleases from New 
England Biolabs (http://www.neb.com/) according to Egert and Friedrich (2003) and 
purified with Qiagen‟s QIAquick PCR Purification Kit™. The mixture was added into 
Sample Loading Solution™ (SLS) and DNA Size Standard Kit 600™ from Beckman 
Coulture (http://www.beckmancoulter.com/Default.asp?bhfv=7), product numbers 
608082 and 608095, respectively.  T-RFs sizes were segregated according to their 
respective sizes using the Beckman Coulture‟s CEQ 8000 Genetic Analysis Sequencer. 
T-RFs less than 60bp and more than 640bp were not used in the analysis as 
recommended by the instruction manual of DNA Size Standard Kit 600™ from 
Beckman Coulture. T-RFs less than 1% of the peak area were excluded from each 
profile to account for noise signals and adjusted with the cutting sites elucidated by the 
clone library to account for electrophoretic drift of T-RFs in the elecrtopheorogram as 
recommended by Lukow et al. (2000) and Rich et al., (2003). There was a limitation of 
the 640 bp standard size ladder to calibrate the machine to determine the size of the T-
RFs. Some important phylotypes might not be analysed due to the limitation. This 640 
bp standard size ladder was used as recommended by the manufacturer. Some 
important phylotypes might not be analysed due to this limitation. However, three 




3.4.11 Cloning, Sequencing and Clone Library Construction 
The biofilm pellet particles PCR product at Day 120 (for Part 1 of this study) was used 
for cloning after performance of the UCBR stabilised. Replication and transformation 




) were executed 
according to the prescription described in the manufacturer‟s catalogue, Invitrogen 
TOPO TA Instruction manual, Version L, 012601, 25-0184 
(http://www.invitrogen.com/site/us/en/home.html).  
 
200 transformed cells (as described earlier) of the biofilm pellet particles (of Part 1 of 
this study) were picked and screened for repeats using restriction fragment length 
polymorphism (RFLP). Subsequently, 100 clones from the RFLP screening process 
were sequenced using M13 forward primer to elucidate the partial sequence 
phylogenetic tree; where 29 taxonomic groups were revealed. 33 clones from the 29 
taxonomic groups were selected for sequencing using M13 reverse primer for full 
sequences analysis and construction of the phylogentic tree using MEGA4.  
 
3.4.12 Phylogeny Identification and Construction 
These sequences were aligned against their closest relatives in the GenBank databases 
as determined from National Centre for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) by basic 
local alignment search tool (BLAST). Phylogenetic trees were constructed using 





3.4.13 Extracellular Polymeric Substances (EPS) 
Samples preparation. EPS (i.e. carbohydrate and protein analysis) for the biofilm 
pellet particles of Part 2 of the study was analysed. The samples collected from the 
UCBR were separated into these two distinct fractions in accordance to Section 3.4.5. 
Subsequently, the biofilm pellet particles were pelletised by centrifugation after 
collection. The supernatant was discarded and an equal volume of deionised water was 
added into the collected pellets and stored.  
 
Extraction. Extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) were extracted using heating 
method described in an earlier study (Dignac et al., 1998; Ng, 2010) with some 
modifications (Figure 3.3). Vortexing was used to break up and loosen the biofilm. 
When heat was applied, it facilitated extraction of EPS deeper into the biofilm. The 
biofilm pellet particles were re-suspended by vigorous vortex of the mixture.  The 
biofilm pellet particles sample was transferred to a preheated water bath of 80
o
C for 10 
min. Subsequently, the warmed biofilm pellet particles sample was centrifuged at 
9,000 rpm for 10 min at 4
o
C. The extracted EPS sample was collected by filtering the 
supernatant through a 0.45-m pore sized membrane filter (Gelman Science, Pall 
Corporation, Model; GN-6 grid 47-mm). The collect sample was tested for their 




Figure 3.3 EPS extraction procedures (Modified from Ng, 2010).   
 
Carbohydrate concentration analysis. Carbohydrate concentration of the biofilm 
pellet particles sample was determined using the phenol/sulphuric acid assay or Dubois 
Method (Dubois, 1956); using glucose (Sigma-Aldrich, G8270) as the calibration 
standard. 2 mL of the sample was mixed with 1 mL of 5% phenol solution, and 
subsequently, by 5 mL of concentrated sulphuric acid. The mixtures were vortexed 
immediately and allowed to stand at ambient temperature for 30 min in a dark area. 
Absorbance measurements, in triplicates of samples, were taken at 490 nm with a 
spectrophotometer (HACH, Model: DR 4000 UV-Vis or HACH, Model: DR 5000 
UV-Vis). 
 
Protein concentration analysis. Protein concentration of the biofilm pellet particles 
sample was measured using the modified Lowry‟s Method (Lowry et al., 1951; 
Frølund et al., 1995), where bovine serum albumin (Sigma-Aldrich, B4287) was used 
as the calibration standard. 1 mL of the sample was vortex mixed with 5 mL of freshly 
prepared Assay Mix. The Assay Mix was prepared with 25 mL of alkaline reagent 
(0.1M sodium hydroxide, 2% sodium carbonate, 0.02% sodium potassium tartrate, and 
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1% sodium dodecylsulphate) and 1 mL of copper reagent (0.5% copper sulphate 
pentahydrate). The mixture was incubated for 10 min at room temperature. 
Subsequently, 0.5 mL of diluted (1:1 v/v) Folin-Ciocalteu reagent (Sigma-Aldrich, 
F9252) was added and vortexed immediately. The final mixture was allowed to stand 
in a dark area at ambient for another 30 min. Absorbance measurements, in triplicates 
of samples, were taken at 650 nm with a spectrophotometer (HACH, Model: DR 4000 
UV-Vis or HACH, Model: DR 5000 UV-Vis). 
 
3.4.14 Biofilm Pellet Particles Thickness 
Samples were extracted and prepared using procedures similar to those presented in 
Section 3.4.7. Biofilm images were captured using an Olympus BX61 microscope at 
10X phase contrast magnification. Biofilm matrixes which encapsulated carriers were 
randomly selected under light and phase contrast microscopy. A total of 30 images 
were taken as shown in Figure 3.4. The software Cell
P
 from Olympus was used to 
measure the thickness of the biofilm pellet matrix encapsulating the carrier. The same 
software was used to measure the average barrier carrier‟s diameter and biofilm 
thickness. About 30 particles were chosen for estimating the average (by statistics) 
biofilm thickness. The thickness was calculated by average ferret measurement as 









    
The mean ferret (sand particle diameter (Figure 3.2) or biofilm thickness (Figure 3.4) 
size (D) was expressed as:       
 
Sand Particle Diameter (or Biofilm Thickness) = ∑ Di/n    Eq (3.6)
  
where:  
Di = ferret size of the ith particle measured (m); and 
n = total number of ferrets measured.  
3.4.15 Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy (CLSM) for Protein and 
Carbohydrate Spatial Visualization 
Biofilm pellet particles sample was collected and prepared according to Section 3.4.5. 




before fixing in 4% paraformaldehyde. Fixation was carried out in accordance to Manz 
et al. (1992) at ambient temperature and stored at 4C for 3 h. The fixative was then 
discarded and replaced with 1x PBS. The samples were stored at 4C until use. 
 
Fluorescent staining. The exopolymeric substances were stained for proteins and 
polysaccharides for visualisation under confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) 
(Neu and Lawrence, 1999; Strathmann et al., 2002; Lee et al., 2007). Protein 
containing EPS was stained directly using the fluorescein Sypro Orange, (Molecular 
Probes, Invitrogen) which is also a probe and a fluorophore. Eight lectins were chosen 
to probe a large range of polysaccharides. Fluorescently labelled lectins conjugated 
with the fluorescein ALEXA647 (Molecular Probes, Invitrogen), was used to label 
several types of lectins to allow the visualization of carbohydrate containing EPS. 
These lectins include concanavalin A (Con A), Griffonia simplicifolia – IB4 (GS-IB4), 
Griffonia simplicifolia – II (GS-II), Helix pomatia agglutinin (HPA), 
Phytohemagglutinin (PHA-L), Peanut agglutinin (PNA), Glycine max (SBA) and 
Wheat germ agglutinin (WGA)) (Molecular Probes, Invitrogen). All were included to 
the cocktail of probes used.  The probes and stains used in this study are summarised 





















– 300/470 570 Proteins 
Lectins* 
ALEXA 647 650 668 Polysaccharides 
*Lectins used include ConA, GS-IB4, GS-II, HPA, PHA-L, PNA, SBA, and WGA 
 
Proteins and polysaccharides were stained sequentially and consecutively, with a 
washing step carried out after each staining solution. 50 µL of each staining solution, 
with working concentrations of 1x and 100 µg/mL for Sypro Orange and lectins, 
respectively, was added to the biofilm pellet particles. Each stain was left to incubate 
in the dark for 40 min. The staining solutions were then discarded, and the samples 
were rinsed with 1x PBS buffer. 
  
3.4.16 Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy (CLSM) and Image Analysis 
Microscopic images of the stained biofilm pellet particles as described in Section 
3.4.15 were acquired using CLSM (LSM 5 Pascal, Carl Zeiss, Germany) under a 40x 
lens. Fluorescence conferred by Sypro Orange was acquired using an argon laser at an 
excitation wavelength of 488 nm and emission filter of 560 nm. Signal from 
ALEXA647 was acquired with a HeNe laser at an excitation wavelength of 633 nm 
and an emission filter of 650 mm. 
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CHAPTER 4: PERFORMANCE MONITORING 
AND IDENTIFYING BIOFILM PELLET 
CONSORTIUM 
 
4.1  Elucidating Bacterial Consortium of Biofilm Pellet  
Biofilm developed on the carriers in a UCBR could retain nitrifying bacteria thus 
preventing them from being washed out from the reactor. These nitrifying bacteria are 
highly susceptable to fluctuations in influent wastewater characteristics and they 
possess inherently slower growth rates than heterotrophs (Henze, 2002). The need to 
retain nitrifying bacteria within the UCBR stemmed from the short HRT, which is 
typical for UCBR operation. Additionally, the C/N ratio should not be too high as this 
would encourage proliferation of an outer layer of heterotrophic bacteria that would 
out-compete the nitrifying bacteria for space and substrate (van Benthum et al., 1997; 
Lee et al., 2004). Therefore, to ensure good homeostasis of the biofilm development 
during the start-up phase, there is a need to balance such influencing factors with 
optimized start-up strategies so as to encourage the growth of nitrifying bacteria.     
 
To develop a quick start-up strategy for obtaining specialised seed for subsequent 
inoculation, it is important to identify bacterial groups in the biofilm. The consistency 
or dominance of the bacterial groups after subsequent inoculation may suggest their 
importance during the period of biofilm development and maturity. These bacterial 
groups should have the ability to effectively colonise surfaces and at the same time, 
exhibit a diverse range of metabolic activity and elasticity. Such characteristics would 
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enable them to thrive and multiply under conditions of diurnal and periodical 
fluctuations in characteristics of the incoming domestic wastewater, particularly in 
terms of organic and dissolved oxygen concentrations.   
 
This chapter provides information on the performance of the UCBR under selected 
operating conditions and also the bacterial groups present within the biofilm pellet 
during biofilm development.  
 
4.2  Monitoring and Evaluation of Performance  
4.2.1  Effect of Dissolved Oxygen (DO) and pH on Nitrification 
 
Figure 4.1 shows the DO profile in the reactor. Between Days 11 and 21, the DO 
hovered between 3 mg/L and 4 mg/L, after dipping from 7.8 mg/l on Day 0.  However, 
the performance began to stabilize between Days 42 and 88, where the effluent settled 
COD remained consistent at between 50 mg/L and 100 mg/L (Figure 4.2). 
Correspondingly, the effluent NH4
+
-N concentration hovered between 10 mg/L and 4 
mg/L. After Day 88, the effluent NH4
+
-N concentration remained consistently below 4 
mg/L. DO concentration after reactor performance stabilized was 3.63 ± 0.09 mg/L 
which indicated that the system was receiving sufficient DO for carbonaceous removal 
and ammonium bioconversion (Henze, 2002; Liu, 1999; Garrido et al., 1997). 
Maintaining high DO concentration was necessary because studies have demonstrated 
that low DO concentration of 1 mg/L to 2 mg/L affected the conversion of ammonium 
where the effluent contained high concentration of nitrite with very low concentration 
of nitrate (Garrido et al., 1997). In contrast, 2 mg/L to 5 mg/L of DO did not have any 
strong effect on nitrite accumulation (Kim et al., 2005). However, it is to be noted that 
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synthetic wastewaters were used in these two studies by Garrido et al. (2007) and Kim 
et al. (2005). Synthetic wastewaters are simpler in nature as compared to domestic 
wastewaters. The impact of DO concentration on UCBR performance using synthetic 
wastewaters could henceforth differ from that with domestic wastewaters. Domestic 
wastewater was used previously to evaluate the performance of a 2 L UCBR (Liu, 
1999). The DO concentration after performance stabilization was 3.85 mg/L. Such a 
DO concentration was in close agreement with the value of 3.63 ± 0.09 mg/L observed 
in this current study. These results suggested that DO greater than 3.6 mg/L was 
necessary for good carbonaceous and NH4
+
-N removals from domestic wastewater 
(Liu, 1999).  
 
As shown in Figure 4.1, pH was not adjusted and nitrification under this mode of 
operation may not be as efficient compared to systems with pH adjustments (Henze, 
2002; Liu, 1999).   
 


































Figure 4.2 Influent and effluent COD concentrations profiles 
 
It is noted from Figure 4.3 that the effluent NH4
+
-N concentration decreased steadily 
from Day 1 onwards and the rate of reduction became relatively slower after Day 61.  
Correspondingly, the pH in the reactor also decreased from Day 1 and was maintained 
relatively consistent in the range of 5.5 to 6.0 after Day 32 (Figure 4.1). This 





-N shown in Figure 4.3 also confirmed this observation regarding the onset 
of nitrification. However, during the period of Day 1 to Day 49, incomplete 
nitrification was observed in which NH4
+
-N was mainly oxidized to NO2
-
-N. After Day 
49, the increase in NO3
-
-N concentrations concurrent with the reduction in NO2
-
-N 
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-N concentration profiles 
 
The average nitrification efficiency observed in this study was at 90% under an 
operational HRT of 100 min. However, Liu (1999) demonstrated complete nitrification 
at both HRT of 60 and 90 min when pH was adjusted and maintained at pH 7. 
Although other influencing factors such as DO, UCBR configuration and Cc could 
also contribute to the difference in nitrification performances observed in both studies, 
pH could also affect the initial growth rates of NOBs and AOBs. It was reported that at 
a pH range between 6 and 7, NOBs grow faster than the AOBs. The reverse was true at 
pH 7 to 8.5 (Antoniou et al., 1990 and Henze, 2002). The effect of pH on AOBs and 
NOBs growth may explain the phenomenon of low nitrate concentration observed 
from Day 1 to Day 49. In a quick start-up strategy where rapid initial establishment of 
AOBs and NOBs in the biofilm is crucial, adjusting pH could help to accelerate the 
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was reported that at pH above 7.5, nitrites began to accumulate because free ammonia 
concentration increased exponentially. Therefore, in a quick start-up strategy, a 
difference of 0.5 pH units could make a significant impact on the performance of the 
NOBs (Villaverde et al., 1997). 
 
Therefore, operating parameters like DO and pH are important to facilitate good 
performance during the quick start-up phase. Implementing pH adjustment to the 
domestic wastewater during the quick start-up phase could improve nitrification rate 
and facilitate AOBs and NOBs build up to their critical numbers while the biofilm 
continue to mature.   
 
4.2.2  Monitoring and Performance Evaluation of Chemical Oxygen Demand 
(COD) Removals  
As shown in Figure 4.2, the influent total COD concentrations fluctuated between 150 
mg/L and 400 mg/L. The influent wastewater was collected from the local UPWRP 
and the COD concentrations fluctuated periodically. The effluent total COD 
concentrations also fluctuated significantly, between 150 mg/L and 700 mg/L. It was 
also noted that the fluctuation of effluent total COD concentrations was largely 
contributed by detachment forces. Detachment forces were the interactions of many 
factors which included Cc, SGV, size and property of particles, ratio between bare and 
biofilm covered particles and reactor configuration (Tihuis et al., 1992; Gjaltema et al., 





Figure 4.4 TBVS (Biofilm) & MLVSS (Suspended Biomass) concentration 
 
Similar to CAS, a secondary clarifier was necessary to perform final clarification after 
treatment by the biofilm system (Zhou et al., 2003; Ong et al., 2004). The effluent of 
the reactor was allowed to settle in a 1L laboratory beaker for 30 minutes to simulate a 
clarifier. The clarified supernatant was analysed for its effluent settled COD 
concentration.  Figure 4.5 shows that the influent settled COD was 130.04 + 53.53 
mg/L and the effluent settled COD was 72.78 + 24.79 mg/L. The reduction of settled 
COD by the system was 44%.  The remaining 56% of the total COD in the influent 
was in the suspended form but under quiescence conditions, the solids would settle to 
the bottom of a beaker (i.e., similar to a secondary clarifier).  The suspended fraction 
of the total COD when introduced to the UCBR would most likely be suspended in the 
reactor and digested possibly by metazoa as shown in Figure 4.6 or washed out of the 



































The reduction of 44% settled COD suggested that protozoa were the likely 
microorganism responsible for its removal in the UCBR (Roessink and Eikelboon, 
1997). Results from previous study showed a strong relationship between the 
concentrations of influent settled COD and the development of sessile ciliates (i.e., 
protozoa attached to biofilms) in BAS (Roessink and Eikelboon, 1997). Similarly, 
significant numbers of protozoa were found in the study done by Liu (1999). Such 
studies suggested that protozoa attached to the biofilm contributed to the removal of 
settled COD of domestic wastewater. In this study, both protozoa and metazoa were 
observed. These studies suggested that protozoa and metazoa played an important role 
in removing the settleable solids and settled COD of the domestic wastewater 
(Roessink and Eikelboon, 1997; Liu, 1999).  However, the influent   settleable solids 
and settled COD could possibly be absorbed by biofilm formed on the carriers; and/or 
the suspended biomass. These influent   settleable solids and settled COD could 
possibly be metabolized by the biofilm (and/or suspended biomass). Bacteria in 
biofilm (and/or in suspended biomass) might secrete enzymes to hydrolyze the 












Figure 4.5 COD concentrations of the different categories of influent and effluent 
 
The presence of protozoa and metazoa in systems like UCBR and BAS to treat 
domestic wastewater was important (Mulder et al., 1993; Roessink and Eikelboon, 
1997; Liu, 1999). Therefore, the blending of synthetic wastewater (SWW) to domestic 
wastewater (DWW) to enhance EPS production for quick biofilm development may 
change the quality of the influent to the system. As the percentage of SWW increased, 
the relative percentage of settleable solids and settled COD (compared to DWW) 
would change. This change will impact the relative populations (compared to biofilm 
fed DWW) of protozoa and metazoa. When the protozoa and metazoa are impacted, 
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Note:  
“(D)” denotes “dissolved”, “Eff” denotes “effluent”, “Inf” denotes “influent”, “(S)” denotes “settled” and 





stick out of the biofilm pellet like external appendages of the biofilm pellet. However, 
it should be noted that free swimming protozoa and metazoa can also be found in such 
systems (Martín-Cereceda et al., 2001). Studies have demonstrated that morphological 
characteristics of the biofilm like biofilm surface shape are very important for the 
stability and performance of BAS (Tijhuis et al., 1996).  Moreover, the fluctuations of 
COD, likewise the diversity (Hope et al., 2012; Sophonsiri and Morgenroth, 2004) and 
concentration of carbon sources of such modified DWW for quick start-up would also 
be lesser because of the dilution effect of the consistent quality of synthetic wastewater 
over domestic wastewater. Whether such changes to the influent quality (i.e., blending 
of DWW with SWW) for quick start-up would affect the protozoa and metazoa 
communities would require further study.   
 
 
Figure 4.6 Abundance of sessile protozoa on the biofilm; and grazing Metazoa (green arrow) on 
biofilm; and partially covered sand (red arrow).  
 
When a sedimentation tank was incorporated after the UCBR, the combined system 




finding reported by Ong et al. (2004). In their study, the COD removal efficiency was 
84% and 81% at HRTs of 90 and 60 min, respectively.  
 
Generally, whilst the biofilm was developing, the effluent COD concentrations met the 
typical regulatory discharge standards of 100 mg/L of this region (Ministry of Housing 
and Local Government, 1998; National Environment Agency, 2012).  
 




 -N and NO3
-
 -N Profiles 
during Biofilm Development 
Figure 4.3 shows the nitrification profile over the period of Day 1 to Day 132.  There 
was a build-up of NO2
-
-N from Day 1 up to Day 55. This could possibly be due to the 
initial start-up of the reactor whereby the colonization kinetics of the nitrite oxidizing 
bacteria (NOB) on the biofilm was slower than the ammonia oxidizing bacteria. 
Moreover, the reactor was operated at ambient temperature which normally favours 
ammonium oxidizer over the nitrite oxidizers (Henze et al., 2002). This observation of 
NO2
-
-N build up from Day 1 up to Day 55 could be further explained. It was reported 
that the doubling time for NOBs was 21 h and AOBs was 29 h (Yoshika, 1982). The 
effects of pH, temperature and substrate concentrations acting together slowed down 
the growth rate of the NOBs but not AOBs in the context of wastewater treatment 
(Hellinga et al., 1998; Henze et al., 2002). Additionally, free ammmonia concentration 
(i.e. NH3-N) which can exist in ionized-ammonia or ammonium (i.e. NH4
+
-N) form 
represents one of two forms of reduced inorganic nitrogen also inhibut the NOBs (Fdz-
Polanco et al., 1994 and Kim et al., 2006). These two forms of reduced inorganic 
nitrogen exist in equilibrium depending upon the pH and temperature of the waters in 




Generally, excellent nitrification was achieved after Day 88; where the influent NH4
+
-





-N concentrations were 0 and 13.4 mg/L respectively. The 
effluent total N was usually slightly higher than the influent total N because in the 
latter, there would be organic-N from the particulate matter in the influent going 
through ammonification prior to nitrification in the system. This phenomenon also 
contributed to the higher total N in the effluent of 25 + 5.51 mg/L compared to the 
influent total N of 22.13 + 4.62 mg/L. This observation suggested that both the AOBs 
and NOBs were retained in the biofilm of the system.  
 
In this study, the average NH4
+
-N removal efficiency was 90%. In a previous study, it 
was reported that 99% NH4
+
-N removal efficiency was achievable at HRT of 60 min 
and 90 min (Ong et al., 2004). Therefore, in a quick start-up strategy, the proposed 
blending of DWW with SWW to accelerate biofilm development should not impact the 
nitrifying bacteria significantly. AOBs and NOBs are important communities in the 
biofilm for the UCBR and BAS in order to achieve their advantage of short HRT and 
capable of performing excellent nitrification for domestic wastewater treatment.  
 
4.2.4  Monitoring and Evaluation of Volatile Solids of System during Biofilm 
Development 
Figure 4.4 shows the volatile solids concentrations of the biofilm pellets (i.e., TBVS) 
and the suspended biomass (i.e., MLVSS) including the total volatile solids (i.e., TVS) 
of the system. It shows that TBVS of the biofilm pellet fluctuated significantly as 
biofilm began to build up. MLVSS concentration which comprised of the suspended 
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biomass was more stable over time. The TVS was computed by adding TBVS and 
MLVSS which represents the overall volatile solids of the system. TVS fluctuated and 
at Day 40, a spike was observed which was an outlier. The other anomaly was at Day 
63 which registered a dip. Despite these slight fluctuations, the performance remained 
consistent.   
 
This slight fluctuation in TVS was due mainly to TBVS which was developing the 
biofilm over time. Hence, TBVS increased over time, yet performance remained 
consistent (Figures 4.2 and 4.4). During the initial period of low TVS concentrations, 
there was lesser detachment while the biofilm was developing. The reactor was able to 
perform consistently due to the higher HRT (i.e., 100 min) compared to previous 
studies (Liu, 1999; Ong et al., 2004). However, to simply state that higher HRT can 
improve system performance maybe over-stated (Nogueira et al., 2002) although 
studies have demonstrated that as HRT increase, the performance increase (Liu, 1999; 
Ong et al., 2004).  
 
Extension of HRT was demonstrated to be insufficient to improve combined 
nitrification and organic carbon removal in suspended biofilm reactors in a previous 
study (Nogueira et al., 2002).  In another study, it also suggested that biofilm occurred 
when the HRT was smaller than the reciprocal of the maximum specific growth rate of 
the microorganisms of the biofilm. When the HRT was larger than reciprocal of the 
maximum specific growth rate of the microorganisms of the biofilm, patchy biofilms 
or microcolonies would occur on the carriers. The main fraction of the microorganisms 
would grow in the suspended biomass (Tijhuis et al., 1994). Such characteristic of 
biofilm formation could possibly be used to operate a hybrid reactor with slow 
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growing bacteria like the AOBs and NOBs in the biofilms and the fast growing 
heterotrophs in the suspended biomass. In order to have such clear separation of 
nitrifying bacteria on biofilm and heterotrophs in suspended biomass for such hybrid 
reactors, HRTs had to be between 3 and 12 h. However, HRT shorter than 3 h would 
have the autotrophic AOBs and NOBs, and the heterotrophs to grow in the biofilm 
(van Benthum et al., 1997). Therefore, in this study the average percentage 
concentration volatile solids of the biofilm was 74% and the remainder 26% was 
volatile solids from suspended biomass. This large proportion of biofilm volatile solids 
indicated that autotrophic AOBs and NOBs, and the heterotrophs grew in the biofilm. 
Moreover the HRT of 100 min used in this study was less than 3 h (van Benthum et al., 
1997). 
 
Therefore, the selection of operating conditions was important. The operating 
conditions will either have antagonistic or synergistic effect on biofilm development 
and affecting system performance. In the study of Liu et al. (1999) or Liu et al. (1999), 
the system volatile solids concentrations ranged between 13,000 to 15,000 mg/L, and 
between 10,500 to 12,000 mg/L for HRT of 60 and 90 min, respectively. However, in 
this study the volatile solids concentration ranged between 2,500 and 3,500 mg/L at 
100 min HRT. Both studies used domestic wastewater as a substrate but different 
volumetric configuration corresponding to different operating conditions; yet 
performance remained relatively similar. It was also noted that different physical 
configurations of UCBR do influence the performance and biofilm formation of the 
BAS (Merchuk, 1994).  Therefore, it was expected that the volatile solids of the 
biofilm of this study would be significantly lesser than those of Liu et al. (1999). Ong 
et al. (2004) also suggested that a high TBVS alone was not sufficient to provide high 
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removal efficiency. It was noted that the differences in the volumetric configurations, 
Cc, and SGV used in this study and those of Liu (1999) and Ong et al. (2004) did not 
affect the morphology of the biofilm and performance significantly; on the basis of 
treating domestic wastewater. 
 
The above highlighted that BAS and UCBR technologies merit their advantage of 
short HRT for domestic wastewater treatment. However, it was also noted that 
operating parameters like Cc, substrate type and concentration, SGV and HRT affected 
the biofilm morphology and performance. Insofar as the selected operating parameters 
of this study for the treatment of domestic wastewater, it demonstrated that the biofilm 
morphology was compact and dense with relatively large population of protozoa and 
metazoa living on the biofilm. The system was capable of performing good 
carbonaceous and ammonium removal. However, effects of blending SWW with 
DWW on the morphology of the biofilm and performance of the system will be 
elucidated in the next chapter.  
 
4.3  Bacterial community of Mature Biofilm Pellet  
At Day 120, where the system had greater than 85% COD and 90% ammonium 
removals, the biofilm pellet was sampled and analysed for its microbial community 
using 16s rRNA genes clone library analysis. The 16s rRNA genes clone library 
generally revealed a narrowed spectrum of bacterial divisions in the biofilm pellet. 
These communities were commonly found in wastewater treatment systems conducted 
by other researchers (Pang et al., 2006; Okubo et al., 2006; Madigan et al., 2006; 




Based on the 16s rRNA gene partial sequences of 200 clones ( 700 bp), one or two 
clones were selected based on: (1) > 99% similarity and (2) grouped together 
taxonomically. One hundred clones were selected for 16s rRNA gene full sequencing. 
In total, 24 sequences types or operational taxonomic units (OTUs) were obtained 
from the clone library (100 clones per library) of the biofilm pellet at Day 120 (Table 
4.1). Phylogenetic analysis of the 24 OTUs indicated that they were randomly 
distributed in various bacterial divisions but clustered mostly in the Proteobacteria 
phylum. The -Proteobacteria subclass had the largest bacterial fraction (43% of total 
clones) and -Proteobacteria had the second largest fraction (41% of total clones).  
 
The -Proteobacteria phylogenetic tree revealed that the OTUs in the sample were 
primarily affiliated with ten different groups: Rhodopseudomnas-related, Nitrobacter-
related, Alfipia-related, Bosea-related, Methylocystis-related, Rhizobium-related, 
Hyphomicrobium-related, Rhodobacter-related, Paraccocus-related, 
Rhodobacter/Rhodovulum-related and Roseomonas-related. See Appendix A1 for the 
16s rRNA gene sequences phylogenetic tree. 
 
The -Proteobacteria were primarily affiliated with six different groups: Ottowia-
related, Acidovorax-related, Commonas-related, Brachymonas-related, 
Hydrogenophaga-related and Aquabacterium-related. The rest comprised of 
Chryseobacterium-related, Leifsonia-related, Microbacterium laevaniformans-related, 
Nitrospira-related and Uncultured Gamma-proteobacteria. See Appendix A2 for the 





Table 4.1  Phylogenetic distribution of 16S rRNA sequences of biofilm pellet 
sampled at Day 120 when performance stabilized. 





Rhodobacter sp. 19 
Rhodovulum/Rhodobacter sp 7 
Hyphomicrobium sp. 3 
Methylocystis sp. 3 
Nitrobacter sp. 1 
Rhodopseudomonas sp. 2 
Bosea sp. 2 
Paracoccus sp. 1 
Roseomonas sp. 1 
Rhizobium sp. 1 
Afipia sp. 1 




Ottowia sp. 15 
Hydrogenophaga sp. 13 
Brachymonas sp. 6 
Aquabacterium sp. 4 
Acidovorax sp. 1 
Comamonas sp. 1 
γ-Proteobacteria 
(1%) 












Leifsonia sp. 1 
Microbacterium laevaniformans 6 
Nitrospirae 
(1%) Nitrospira (1%) 
Nitrospira sp.  1 
 
 
It was well established that in most biofilms of BAS and membrane fouling systems; 
members of the - and -Proteobacteria sub-classes were usually dominant and 
occupying the highest percentage within the Proteobacteria phylum (Nogueira et al., 
2002; Chen et al., 2004). The feed to the systems of these studies were synthetic 
wastewater (Nogueira et al., 2002); and secondary effluent from a domestic wastewater 
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treatment plant (Chen et al., 2004). However, it should be noted that although the 
studies done by Nogueira et al. (2002) and Chen et al. (2004) shared similar findings 
with respect to the dominancy of - and -Proteobacteria to those of this study; the 
rest of the microbial community were rather different. This was to be expected because 
the differences in influent, process operating conditions and hydrodynamic conditions 
for the respective study were different (Chen et al., 2004). Additionally, Manz et al. 
(1999) suggested that in river biofilm systems, microbial successions could also lead to 
differences in microbial community structure. Based on molecular techniques, they 
found that -Proteobacteria were the most predominant group during initial biofilm 
development and they were replaced by the -Proteobacteria and the 
Cytophaga/Flexibacter/Bacteriodes (CFB) group in mature biofilms. It was likely that 
microbial succession could also occur in the biofilm pellet of this study and its 
microbial structure could be influenced by the duration of the biofilm development and 
formation. However, studies need to be conducted to verify this phenomenon. 
Generally, these findings suggested that members of the - and -Proteobacteria 
groups could be responsible for biofilm development and formation (Dang et al., 2002; 
Cytryn et al., 2005; Schreier et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2004; Song et al., 2009; Felföldi 
et al., 2010; Karanasiosa et al. 2010; Visvanathan et al., 2008; Moreno et al., 2005). 
Therefore, in a quick start-up strategy, members of these two groups could possibly be 
biomarkers for good biofilm development and formation. Further studies are required 
in this aspect. 
 
4.3.1  Alphaproteobacteria Sub-class.  
Within the α-Proteobacteria subclass, Rhodobacter-related and 
Rhodobacter/Rhodovulum-related clones formed the largest percentage (i.e., 19% and 
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7%, respectively). Rhodobacter spp. and Rhodobacter/Rhodovulum spp. were known 
for their photoheterotrophic growth occurring in anoxic conditions under light using a 
variety of carbon compounds as carbon and electron sources (Boon et al., 2011). This 
observation suggested that these 2 dominant taxonomic groups were important 
populations and adapted well in a stably formed biofilm pellet on the carriers by 
residing at the outer layer of the biofilm pellet in order to have sufficient light for its 
energy source and at the same time metabolize the diverse carbon sources from the 
bulk solution (Okubo et al., 2006). Additionally, it has been noted that in seawater 
treatment and recirculation of the aquaculture industry, where fluidized bed reactors 
(FBRs) were commonly used, Rhodobacteraceae (where Rhodobacter spp., 
Rhodobacter/Rhodovulum spp., and Paracoccus  spp. were sub-categories of this 
family) had the ability to be numerically dominant in early colonization of surfaces, 
giving them the competitive advantage in the FBR where high flow rates, low retention 
time, and strong shearing forces may restrict colonization of surfaces (Cytryn et al., 
2005; Schreier et al., 2010). Moreover, these taxonomic groups had the competitive 
advantage in fluidised bed biofilm system where fluctuation of organic matter and DO 
concentrations were known to exist (Gelfand et al., 2003).   In addition, the marine 
Rhodobacter group was found to be highly successful colonists of submerged surfaces 
in salt marsh land water and demonstrated to increase in numbers during short 
incubations (Dang et al., 2002) and capable of proliferation on different types of 
surfaces (Dang et al., 2002; Chen et al., 2004). Study conducted by Chen et al. (2004) 
also found Rhodobacter-related clones dominant in the biofilm of the microfilter (MF) 
fed with secondary effluent from a domestic wastewater treatment plant. Dominance of 
Rhodobacter group in both salt marsh land water and domestic wastewater suggested 
that the aquaculture marine suspended biofilm systems or marine submerged surfaces 
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may share similar cluster of bacteria to that of fresh wastewater suspended biofilm 
systems, regardless of salinity of the influent.  Therefore, if a specialised seed is 
developed for quick start-up strategy to be used in an UCBR for treatment of domestic 
wastewater, this seed may possibly be used in marine fluidised bed reactors for 
treatment of wastewater arising from the marine aquaculture industry too. However the 
total dissolved solids (TDS) of aquaculture wastewater could range between 1,000 to 
40,000 ppm (Water Quality Association, 2012) while the TDS of domestic wastewater 
only ranges between 250 to 850 mg/L (Food and Agriculture Organisation of United 
Nations, 2012). Further studies are required to investigate the tolerable and optimum 
range of TDS for Rhodobacter group if the seed used in domestic wastewater to be 
used for marine aquaculture wastewater.  
 
It is important to note that microorganism found in marine aquaculture systems usually 
have a specific requirement for sodium ion; in addition to growing optimally at water 
activity of such saline water. The identified taxonomic group would most likely be 
halophile in such saline environment. Interestingly, these taxonomic groups were also 
found in fresh water systems and yet they can still proliferate under such systems. 
Because under such circumstances, the halophiles would most likely die or remain 
dormant. These taxonomic groups may have unique osmoregulation system which 
allows them to grow and multiply in saline and non-saline conditions. Alternatively, 
within each taxonomic group, the physiologies of members were different from each 
other.  Moreover, new members within the taxonomic may not have been discovered 




In the study conducted by Chen et al. (2004), a few members of the -Proteobacteria 
found on the biofilm of the microfilter (MF) fed with secondary effluent from a 
domestic wastewater treatment plant were similar to those identified in this study. The 
clones of their study similar to this study included Paracoccus, Rhodobacter, Bosea 
and Hyphomicrobium. Additionally, in biofilms in sewer system; Paracoccus and 
Rhodobacter were also found (Satoh et al., 2009). These findings suggested these 
members of the -Proteobacteria subclass could be responsible for biofilm 
development and formation (Dang et al., 2002; Cytryn et al., 2005; Schreier et al., 
2010, Chen et al., 2004).  The above discussions highlighted that these cluster of 
taxonomic groups are found in environments which had high diversity of carbon 
sources. In addition, this cluster of taxonomic groups may have good metabolic 
elasticity enabling them to survive and grow in environments that had high fluctuations 
in carbon sources concentrations. 
 
Members of the Rhodobacter taxonomic group were known to exhibit a diverse range 
of metabolic activity (Robertson et al., 1992; Okubo et al., 2006). Therefore, their 
presence also gave them the competitive advantage in the systems like FBRs and 
UCBRs where diurnal and periodical fluctuations in organic matter (like domestic 
wastewater) coupled with high oxygen concentrations in the bulk solutions were part 
and parcel of the operating conditions. These studies also suggested that members of 
this cluster in the biofilm may exhibit diverse and elastic metabolic activities that were 
important to biofilm development (Gelfand et al., 2003, Chen et al., 2004). This group 
could probably thrive at DO concentration suitable for aerobic growth in the biofilm 
and low enough to allow anoxygenic photosynthesis to occur in the biofilm (Okubo et 
al., 2006) of the UCBR. These findings suggested the importance of Rhodobacter 
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taxonomic group to biofilm development.  Therefore, in a quick start-up strategy, 
members of the Rhodobacter taxonomic group could be the biomarkers for good 
biofilm development and formation. 
 
Members of the Rhodovulum taxonomic group were known to secrete EPS which aid 
in flocculation (Ando et al., 2006). In addition, some members of this taxonomic group 
were capable of secreting extracellular nucleic acids and forming structured 
communities in floc. Rhodovulum taxonomic group presence suggested that 
extracellular nucleic acids played an important role in flocculation and whether it 
occurred in biofilm requires further study. In this study, 7 clones were belonging either 
to Rhodovulum taxonomic group or the Rhodobacter taxonomic group.  These two 
groups were identified as the main taxonomic groups among the α-Proteobacteria 
subclass in this study.  
 
4.3.2  Betaproteobacteria Sub-class.  
The Ottowia-related and Hydrogenophaga-related clones in the β-Proteobacteria 
subclass formed the largest percentage of the Betaproteobacteria sub-class (i.e., 15% 
and 13%, respectively, of the clone library). Their presence related to biofilm 
development and formation under such high-flow, turbulent and heterotrophic 
environment was possible, since they were frequently reported in heterotrophic biofilm 
or granules type of treatment technologies (Koenig et al., 2005; Song et al., 2009; 
Tiirola et al., 2003). Ottowia-related clones and isolates had been found in biofilm and 
activated types of wastewater treatment systems. (Koenig et al., 2005; Song et al., 
2009; Tiirola et al., 2003). Ottowia was found to be dominant in aerobic granules in 
airlift sequencing batch reactor (Song et al., 2009). In addition, Ottowia were also 
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found to have significant impact on the structure of the activated sludge due to their 
floc-forming abilities (Felföldi et al., 2010). These findings and studies suggested that 
Ottowia-related clones were important in maintaining the integrity of the biofilm 
pellet.  Members of the genus Hydrogenophaga were also commonly found in 
activated sludge wastewater treatment plants and they were chemoorganotrophic or 
chemolithoautotrophic, using the oxidation of organics or H2 as energy source. 
Organics commonly found in domestic wastewater or inorganic carbon source from 
CO2 from the air used for aeration act as common carbon sources (Boon et al., 2011; 
Karanasiosa et al., 2010).  
 
The Hydrogenophaga-related clones formed the second largest percentage (13.3 % of 
the clone library) of the biofilm pellet.  Although the presences of Hydrogenophaga-
related clones in biofilms were widely cited, they were known mostly for their 
hydrogenotrophic denitrification abilities over their association with biofilm formation 
(Karanasiosa et al. 2010; Visvanathan et al. 2008). In this system, it was not designed 
for denitritification; but denitrification may occur in the inner layer as anoxic 
conditions exist in the deeper biofilm layer.  There were several studies which used 
members of this genus to develop denitrification biofilm (Moreno et al., 2005) treating 
domestic wastewater; and were dominant in another study treating domestic 
wastewater (Lemmer et al., 1997). The members of Hydrogenophaga were also found 
in biofilms of sewer (Satoh et al., 2009); biofilm of fluidised bed reactor (Schreier et 
al., 2010) and biofilm of a MBR treating synthetic aquaculture wastewater 
(Visvanathan et al., 2008). Hydrogenophaga were commonly found in wastewater 
treatment systems regardless of whether these systems were biofilm systems (Kämpfer 
et al., 2005; Chung et al., 2007 and Yoon et al., 2008). Since it was established in this 
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study that denitrification did not occur; and whether Hydrogenophaga may play a role 
in the formation of the biofilm need further study. In addition, whether 
Hydrogenophaga is functionally important to biofilm micro-ecosystems in wastewater 
treatment systems will be elucidated in the next chapter. 
 
4.3.3  Nitrifying Populations  
In nitrification, Clone BFC55 (of the biofilm pellet) was related to the genera 
Nitrobacter spp.; commonly found in biofilm type of reactor or activated sludge 
(Nogueira et al., 2002). Clone BFC36 (of the biofilm pellet) was related to the genera 
Nitrospira spp. of the deep branching Nitrospira group, another nitrite oxidizing 
bacteria. The results obtained were congruent to the study of Nogueira et al. (2002). In 
addition, the 16S rRNA gene sequences show greater than 97% similarity to the 
Nitrobacter-related and Nitropsira-related of the GenBank database. Members of the 
Nitrobacter and Nitrospira were commonly found in domestic wastewater treatment 
systems 
 
Ammonia oxidizing bacteria (AOBs) were not revealed in the 16s rRNA clone library, 
although the system was operating at greater than 90% nitrification efficiency. This 
observation suggested that 16S rRNA primer may not be specific to the entire known 
ammonia oxidizing bacteria sequences found in the public domain.  A few studies had 
also shown that none of the 16S rRNA primer sets designed was specific to the entire 
-subclass AOB radiation in many different environmental samples (Kowalchuk et al., 
1998, 2000 & 2001).  Therefore, targeting amoA gene specific to AOB (in addition to 
16S rRNA) was necessary (Kowalchuk et al., 1998, 2000 & 2001; Juretschko et al., 
1998; Mendum et al. 1999).   Hence, in this study an amoA clone library was 
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constructed. The clones are closer to those of Purkhold et al. (2000) and those of 
Nogueira et al. (2002). As shown in Table 4.2, amoA sequences of AOBs were 
phylogenetically related to Nitrosomonas spp.  
 
Table 4.2 Phylogenetic affiliations of the amoA sequences of the biofilm pellet 
sampled at Day 120 when performance stabilised. 
This Study Reference study 
Phylogentically related 
AOBs 
Clones XBC5, XBC6, 
XBC10, XBC11, 
XBC12 & XBC13 
Clone  
BF2-17 (AF272498)  
of Purkhold et al. (2000) 
Nitrosomonas spp. 
Clones:  
R1-5 (AF532303),  
R1-5a (AF532304),  
R1-9 (AF532307),  
R1-36 (AF532308),  
R1-34 (AF532309),  
R1-18 (AF532310) 
of Nogueira et al. (2002) 
 
From the above, the AOB, Nitrosomonas and the NOBs, Nitrobacter and Nitrospira 
found in the biofilm pellet were expected because their presence in biofilm treating 
domestic or synthetic wastewater were also observed in other studies (Gieseke et al., 
2001and 2003; Okabe et al., 1999; Nogueira et al., 2002; Purkhold et al. (2000). 
Therefore in a quick start-up to accelerate biofilm development using SWW blended 
with DWW, the biofilm morphology will be affected and whether the change in 
morphology of the biofilm affects these two nitrifying communities and the nitrifying 







4.3.4  Community Pattern of Mature Biofilm Pellet.  
T-RFs of the clones of α-Proteobacteria and β-Proteobacteria sub-class were matched 
with the T-RFLP eletrophoreograms of the biofilm pellet sampled at Day 120 for the 3 
respective REs (i.e., Alu I, Hae III and Rsa I) used. The pattern of each clone was 
embedded with phylogenetic affiliations as shown in Table 4.3. Figures 4.7(C), 
4.8(C) and 4.9(C) show that the Rhodobacter-related taxonomic group had similar 
pattern to the taxonomic groups Hyphomicrobium-related and Paracoccus-related. The 
pattern was T-RF 251 of Alu I, T-RF 194 of Hae III and T-RF 423 of Rsa I 
(highlighted by red arrows at Figures 4.7(C), 4.8(C) and 4.9(C)). However, the seven 
Rhodobacter/Rhodovulum-related clones (or taxonomic group) expressed different 
pattern from those of Rhodobacter-related, Hyphomicrobium-related and Paracoccus-
related taxonomic groups. The pattern of this Rhodobacter/Rhodovulum-related 
taxonomic group was T-RF 251 of Alu I, T-RF 194 of Hae III and T-RF 119 of Rsa I 
(highlighted by red arrows at Figures 4.7(C), 4.8(C) and 4.9(C)). The distinct 
difference in pattern between Rhodobacter/Rhodovulum-related clones and those of 
Rhodobacter-related, Hyphomicrobium-related and Paracoccus-related taxonomic 
groups was differentiated by Rsa I. However, it should be noted that these 3 
populations (namely the Rhodobacter-related, Rhodobacter/Rhodovulum-related and 
Paracoccus-related) are from the Rhodobacteraceace family which was important to 
good biofilm development as demonstrated by several studies (Dang et al., 2000 & 
2002; Gelfand et al., 2003; Cytryn et al., 2005). Table 4.4 shows the dominancy of this 
cluster of populations from the Rhodobacteraceace family in terms of their relative 
abundance compared to the rest. However, the three Hyphomicrobium-related clones 
of a different family of the same sub-class also shared similar T-RF pattern. The 
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similar T-RF pattern was also commonly found in biofilm where Rhodobacter, 
Rhodobacter/Rhodovulum and Paracoccus were identified. Review of some of the 
previous studies did not highlight Hyphomicrobium significance in terms of biofilm 
development compared with the three from the Rhodobacteraceace family (Chen et al., 
2004; Schreier et al., 2010). Therefore in using Rhodobacter spp., 
Rhodobacter/Rhodovulum spp. and Paracoccus spp. (i.e., the Rhodobacteraceace 
family) as biomarkers for biofilm development, Hyphomicrobium spp. can also be 
grouped together because of their shared similar T-RF pattern and commonly found 
together with the other three populations. 
 
Unlike α-Proteobacteria sub-class, the dominant Ottowia-related taxonomic group of 
β-Proteobacteria had distinct pattern from the rest. Table 4.4 shows the dominancy of 
this clone from the -Proteobacteria; and the pattern was T-RF 274 of Alu I, T-RF 198 
of Hae III and T-RF 427 of Rsa I (highlighted by blue arrows at Figures 4.7(C), 
4.8(C) and 4.9(C)). As highlighted by green arrows on Figures 4.7(C), 4.8(C) and 
4.9(C), the pattern for Hydrogenophaga-related populations was T-RF 149 of Alu I, T-
RF 69 of Hae III and T-RF 427 of Rsa I. This observation suggested that these three 













Table 4.3 Phylogenetic distribution of - and -Proteobacteria in biofilm pellet 
sampled at Day 120 with their respective T-RF pattern. 












(43%) Rhodobacter spp. 
C5, C11, C49, 
C70, C127 
251 194 423 19 
Rhodovulum/Rhodobacter 
spp. 
C101, C122 251 194 119 7 
Hyphomicrobium spp. C81 251 194 423 3 
Methylocystis spp. C66 209 194 423 3 
Nitrobacter spp. C55 209 194 109 1 
Rhodopseudomonas sp. C50 209 194 109 2 
Bosea spp. C117 209 194 423 2 
Paracoccus spp. C51 251 194 423 1 
Roseomonas spp. C67 251 228 423 1 
Rhizobium spp. C99 126 228 423 1 
Afipia spp. C65 209 194 109 1 
Afipia gsp/ Bosea spp. C7 209 194 109 1 
β-Proteobacteria 
(41%) 




149 69 427 13 
Brachymonas spp. C132 157 202 431 6 
Aquabacterium spp. C62 274 217 471 4 
Acidovorax spp. C26 153 198 427 1 
Comamonas spp. C15 157 202 431 1 
 
Note:  




















Figure 4.7 Electropherograms of 5‟ T-RFLPs profile of the 16S rRNA genes amplified from DNA 






Legend: T-RF 149 – Hydrogenophaga-related, T-RF 251 – Rhodobacter-related, 
Rhodovulum/Rhodobacter-related,  Hyphomicrobium-related & Paracoccus-related and 















Figure 4.8 Electropherograms of 5‟ T-RFLPs profile of the 16S rRNA genes amplified from DNA 






Legend: T-RF 69 – Hydrogenophaga-related, T-RF 194 – Rhodobacter-related, 
Rhodovulum/Rhodobacter-related,   Hyphomicrobium-related & Paracoccus-related and 









Figure 4.9 Electropherograms of 5‟ T-RFLPs profile of the 16S rRNA genes amplified from DNA 









Legend: T-RF 119 – Rhodovulum/Rhodobacter-related , T-RF 423 – Rhodobacter-related, 
Hyphomicrobium-related & Paracoccus-related  and  T-RF 427 – Ottowia-related & 
Hydrogenophaga-related 
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Table 4.4 Percentage of T-RFs of Part 1 of the Study.  
Genera match Class under 
Proteobacteri
a Phylum  
T-RF (bp) for Day 15 Day 60 Day 120 



















































Note: Percentages are presented in order of (top to bottom) Alu I, Hae III and Rsa I 
 
4.3.5  Populations Monitoring during Biofilm Development 
The clones related closely to Rhodobacter, Rhodobacter/Rhodovulum, Paracoccus and 
Hyphomicobium were consistent in the biofilm development and dominant at maturity 
at Day 60.  Similarly, the clones related closely to Ottowia and Hydrogenophaga also 
showed somewhat more consistency rather than dominancy in Days 15 and 60. The 
results showed that T-RFLP could be used to monitor Rhodobacter-related, 
Paracoccus-related, Hyphomicrobium-related and Rhodobacter/Rhodovulum-related 
(of α-Proteobacteria sub-class); and Ottowia-related and Hydrogenophaga-related (of 






4.3.6  T-RFLP Community Profile during Biofilm Development  
The electropherogram results from the analyses of T-RFLP of the biofilm samples at 
Days 15, 60 and 120 are illustrated in Figures 4.7(A-C), 4.8(A-C) and 4.9(A-C); 
using REs Alu I, Hae III and Rsa I, respectively. Three different trends were observed 
from the electropherogram results.  
 
Firstly, some T-RFs were temporally consistent throughout the duration of the study. 
They were T-RFs 149, 251 and 274 for Alu I; T-RFs 69, 194, 198 and 228 for Hae III; 
and T-RFs 109, 119, 423, 427 and 471 for Rsa I. However, others were not. This 
observation suggested that some bacterial species were selected by the process and 
operating parameters and adapted well in the biofilm and most likely functionally 
important to biofilm development.  
 
Secondly, some T-RFs were found on Day 120 when the biofilm matured and system’s 
performance stabilized but not on Days 15 and/or 60. T-RFs 149 and 231 for Alu I, T-
RF 69 for Hae III, and T-RF 92 for Rsa I was observed on Day 15 and Day 60 only but 
not Day 120. This observation suggested that the biofilm development may be 
maturing while the richness (See Appendix B1) of the system decreased over time or 
narrow over time. This phenomenon is common in macro habitat or biology when an 
ecosystem became more mature (Odum, 1969).  
 
Thirdly, some T-RFs were transient and appearing on Day 60 only. They were T-RFs 
86, 94 and 102 for Alu I; T-RFs 85, 94 and 102 for Hae III; and T-RFs 60, 68, 83, and 
86 for Rsa I. Correspondingly, it was also noted that the diversity and evenness 




The electropherogram results from the analyses of T-RFLP of the biofilm samples 
shows that the populations finger print during biofilm development was dynamic, 
similar to activated sludge (Kaewpipat et al., 2002). However, it was important to note 
that some populations remained consistent. Their consistency during biofilm 
development may also suggest their importance to EPS production and biofilm 
development. These populations may possess qualities which gave them the 
competitive edge to stay consistent in the biofilm under such turbulent conditions. This 
will be elucidated in the next chapter.   
 
4.4  Summary  
At stable operation, the UCBR was able to achieve greater than 90% of NH4
+
-N 
removal efficiency. The corresponding effluent NH4
+
-N concentration ranged between 
2 and 3.5 mg/L and the total COD removal efficiency was 88% with an effluent 
concentration of 79 mg/L. The results obtained were similar to those reported by Liu 
(1999) and Ong et al. (2004). 
 
It was demonstrated that biofilm pellet bacterial populations consist of many different 
ribo-types within a narrow spectrum of bacterial divisions when using high diverse 
carbon sources like domestic wastewater as feed source. In addition, some populations 
remained consistent during biofilm development; elucidated by 16s rRNA T-RFLP 
analysis.  T-RFLP and 16s rRNA clone library analysis also shed light on the fine scale 
resolution of these consistent populations and their dominancy when biofilm matured. 
These two techniques employed showed that Rhodobacter, Rhodobacter/Rhodovulum, 
Paracoccus and Hyphomicrobium of the -proteobacteria sub-class were consistent in 
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the biofilm development and dominant at maturity. For the β-Proteobacteria sub-class,  
Ottowia and Hydrogenophaga were consistent in the biofilm development and 
dominant at maturity. Therefore, Rhodobacter, Rhodobacter/Rhodovulum, Paracoccus 
and Hyphomicrobium of the -proteobacteria sub-class; Ottowia and Hydrogenophaga 
of the β-Proteobacteria sub-class were assumed to be functionally important to biofilm 
formation and development. These observations were consistent with the previous 
studies which also demonstrated their importance in biofilm formation and 
development (Tiirola et al., 2003; Koenig et al., 2005; Moreno et al., 2005; 
Visvanathan et al., 2008; Song et al., 2009; Satoh et al., 2009 ; Felföldi et al., 2010 
Schreier et al., 2010).  
 
Overall, the T-RFLP and 16s rRNA gene phylogenetic approaches provided better 
insights on the bacterial community structure of the biofilm pellet. For instance, these 
two approaches were applied to monitor clusters of bacteria that were consistent during 
biofilm development; dominant when biofilm matured; and the system had good NH4
+
-
N and carbonaceous removals. Therefore, the study of bacterial community monitored 
by molecular microbiological techniques could offer guidance to the biofilm 
development leading to performance stabilization. 
 
Whether these functionally important bacterial populations in the biofilm pellet can 
persist in another new configured UCBR and at different substrates conditions will be 
elucidated in the next chapter. This would further re-affirm their importance with 




CHAPTER 5: EVALUATION OF QUICK START-
UP STRATEGIES AND THEIR PERFORMANCE 
 
5.1  Introduction 
Biofilms are accumulations of microorganisms, EPS, multivalent cations, biogenic, 
inorganic particles, colloidal and dissolved compounds. EPS are mostly responsible for 
structural and functional integrity of biofilms (Wingender et al., 1999). It is well 
established that EPS consists of gel-like, highly hydrated and often charged matrix 
generally consisting of polysaccharides, proteins, nucleic acids, (phospho)lipids and 
humic substances. This EPS matrix forms the architecture of a biofilm (Christensen 
and Characklis, 1990; Nielsen et al, 1997). There are many proposed effects attributed 
to microbial EPS. They include (1) adhesion to surfaces, (2) aggregation of bacterial 
cells, formation of flocs and biofilms, (3) cell-cell recognition, (4) structural elements 
of biofilms, (5) protective barrier, (6) retention of water, (7) sorption of exogenous 
organic compounds, (8) sorption of inorganic ions, (9) enzymatic activities, and (10) 
interaction of polysaccharides with enzymes (Wingender et al., 1999). 
 
When treating domestic wastewater with UCBR, EPS in the biofilms facilitated 
bacterial attachment such that a higher concentration of heterotrophic bacteria is 
obtained per reactor volume. Biofilms in BAS and UCBR allowed for faster organic 
removal rate than CAS. As such, UCBR technology is a viable solution for compact 
and rapid treatment of wastewaters. However, EPS production may be different in 
varying sources of wastewaters because of the diversity of carbon substrates. The high 
diversity of carbon sources resulted in long start-up times of at least 30 days. To 
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overcome such long start-up periods, it was reported that synthetic wastewaters were 
able to enhance EPS production in biofilms (Cheng and Chen, 1994; Villasenor et al., 
2000). However, due to differences in carbon substrates, using pure synthetic 
wastewater may be unsuitable for commercial applications. Therefore, an appropriate 
quick start-up strategy must be developed using real wastewaters. In view of this 
observation, there is a need for developing a quick start-up strategy under a realistic 
operating environment that enables commissioning an UCBR system in an efficient 
manner. In addition, it facilitates robust performance under the real-world operating 
environment.  
 
In this chapter, in order to recommend a quick start-up strategy for accelerating biofilm 
development, different substrate conditions were tested using the seed developed from 
treating domestic wastewater conducted in Part 1. The performance of a 2.0-L UCBR 
was monitored and evaluated under different substrate conditions. Performance 
evaluation is important because the UCBRs should perform their basic functions of 
COD and NH4
+
-N removals, which are statutory requirements, regardless of the start-
up strategies implemented. 
   
In addition, the EPS protein and carbohydrate concentrations were monitored. Previous 
study of a nitrifying BAS has observed that EPS protein and carbohydrate had a strong 
link to sludge volume index (SVI) (Martinez et al., 2004). This observation is 
important because SVI is widely used to monitor the settling characteristics of sludge 
(Dick and Vesilind, 1969; Finch and Ives, 1950). Moreover, clusters of bacterial 
populations were observed to remain consistent during biofilm development in Part 1 
of the study. Their consistent presence in different substrate conditions may suggest 
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that this cluster of bacterial populations might be associated with accelerated biofilm 
development. They could also be used as biomarkers for biofilm development. 
However, further R&D work needs to be done to demonstrate this. Section 6.2.2 
highlighted the usage of Microautoradiography and Fluorescent In Situ Hybridization 
(MAR-FISH) for the taxonomic groups consistently found in this study to further gain 
insights on whether they were  associated with accelerated biofilm development in the 
system. 
 
Table 5.1 shows the 5 phases in this study. DO concentrations were consistent at 6.2 ± 
0.2 mg/L for the 5 phases. The pH for Phases I, II, III, IV and V were 6.1 ± 0.1, 7.1 ± 
0.1, 7.3 ± 0.2, 7.2 ± 0.2 and 7.0 ± 0.2, respectively.  
 
Table 5.1 Five different phases of substrates conditions.  
Phase Descriptions 
I 100%  DWW without pH control 
II 100%  DWW with pH control 
III 75%  domestic wastewater plus 25% synthetic 
wastewater with pH control 
IV 50%  domestic wastewater plus 50% synthetic 
wastewater with pH control 
V 100%  SWW with pH control 
 
 
5.2  Performance Monitoring and Evaluation  
5.2.1 Impact of pH 
Ammonium Nitrogen Removals. The impact of pH on AOBs and NOBs and their 
nitrifying performance were well established with respect to domestic wastewater (Liu, 
1999; Henze et al., 2002). However, the nitrifying performance will change when the 
substrate conditions change (Nogueira et al., 2002). In Nogueira et al. (2001) study of 
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the BAS treating SWW, there was a strong link between influent NH4
+
-N and COD 
concentrations with respect to their removal efficiencies. At similar operating 
conditions, and at constant influent NH4
+
-N concentration of 20 mg/L, the BAS was 
able to achieved  NH4
+
-N removal efficiency higher than 95%. However, at constant 
influent NH4
+
-N concentration of 20 mg/L and COD concentration of 30 mg/L, the 
NH4
+
-N removal efficiency was 69% and the COD removal efficiency was 72%  
(Nogueira et al., 2002).  Figure 5.1 shows influent NH4
+
-N concentrations and Figure 
5.2 shows effluent NH4
+









-N concentrations were considered very low or negligible because DWW undergoes a 
microbial decomposition processes. At the beginning, aerobic decomposition of DWW 




 because oxygen is a 





 will be used by the microorganisms when oxygen is absent (Nielsen et 





Note: Ph denotes “phase” 
Figure 5.1 Influent ammonium nitrogen concentration profiles 
 
 
Note: Ph denotes “phase” 























































-N concentrations were similar for Phase I and Phase II, NH4
+
-
N removal for Phase II was 1.4 times higher than Phase I. Correspondingly, both 









-N by the NOBs. As shown in Figure 5.3, the effluent NO2
-
-N concentrations for 
the Phase I and II were consistently below 1 mg/L. The average effluent NO2
-
-N 
concentration for Phase I and II were 0.21 + 0.71 mg/L and 0.44 + 0.19 mg/L. The 
effluent NO3
-
-N concentrations of the Phases I and II were 25.44 + 2.61 and 26.87 + 




-N was 95.3% 
for Phase II as compared to 80.4% for Phase I. This observation suggested that pH 
control improved the nitrification process for treating DWW (Liu, 1999; Henze et al., 
2002). The improvement of the nitrification process by adjusting pH to 7 is important 
because some countries requires very stringent and low NH4
+
-N concentrations in 
effluent discharge (Ministry of Housing and Local Government, 1998).  
 
 
Note: “Ph” denotes “phase”. 

































-N). Figure 5.3 shows effluent NO2
-
-N and Figure 5.4 shows 
effluent NO3
-
-N concentrations.  There were slight build-ups of NO2
-
-N for Phases IV 
and V. The average effluent NO2
-
-N concentrations for Phases III, IV and V were 0.36 
+ 0.09 mg/L, 0.82 + 0.38 mg/L and 1.09 + 0.22 mg/L, respectively. It was also noted 
that Phases IV and V showed temporal upward trend of effluent NO2
-
-N concentrations 
which indicated progressive inhibition of the NOBs. This observation suggested that as 
the percentage blending of SWW was increased, the rate of inhibition increased too. 
The results also showed that blending of 25% SWW with 75% DWW did not indicate 
a progressive inhibition of NOBs because the temporal NO2
-




Note: Ph” denotes “phase”. 




























Ph I Ph II Ph III Ph IV Ph V
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It was noted in the study conducted by Cheng and Chen (1994) that NOBs was 
inhibited as influent total COD concentration increased. They highlighted that the 
inhibition of the NOBs was due to the competition of DO by the carbon utilising 
bacteria (for influent organics). Cheng and Chen (1994) also observed that as the COD 
concentration was progressively reduced over time, the NOBs correspondingly 




.  From the above discussion, 
in developing a quick start-up strategy; nitrification inhibition due to blending of 
SWW with DWW could be reversible. Therefore, the operator could manipulate the 
percentage of SWW to maintain a balance between COD removal and nitrification. In 
addition, pH adjustment would be necessary to increase the population of the nitrifiers 
in the biofilm.   
 
5.2.2 Impact of Substrate Conditions  
The impacts of methanol and formic acid in 100% SWW impact on biofilm 
morphologies and BAS performance have been studied by Villasenor et al., (2000). 
Methanol and formic acid equivalent to COD loading of 5 kg COD/m
3
/day were 
applied to a BAS. Methanol was removed completely from the effluent within 12 days 
and biofilm development was visible at Day 20. Formic acid was removed completely 
within 14 days and the carrier was 90% covered with biofilm at day 21. Acetate in 
100% SWW to manipulate the COD concentrations to control COD/NH4
+
-N ratio 
which impacted heterotrophic and nitrifying populations has been studied by Nogueira 
et al. (2002).  In their study, the addition of acetate to a purely nitrification treatment 
regime decreased the nitrification performance. Fluorescent in situ hybridisation 
(FISH) showed a layer of heterotrophic bacteria on top of the nitrifying biofilm that 
limit oxygen supply to the nitrifiers. The above studies showed that many organic 
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compounds could be used in SWW to simulate influent COD. However, in order for 
the quick start-up strategies to be recommended in real world situation, using DWW is 
necessary. Moreover, there will be clear comparison of COD removals when 
contrasting Phase II (the control) of DWW with Phases III & IV where blending took 
place. Table 5.2 shows the average COD concentrations of the 5 phases. Briefly, the 
results showed that controlling pH had no adverse impact on Total COD removals for 
treatment of DWW when comparing Phases I and II.  
 
 
Table 5.2 COD concentrations for the five different phases of substrates conditions.  
Phase 
COD  Soluble COD 












I 529.3 + 49.4 146.6 + 37.4 71.9 + 8.6 137.6 + 23.2 73.0 + 24.0 47.3 + 14 
II 457.2 + 51.5 112.4 + 50.1 75.7 + 8.9 159.9 + 31.1 49.6 + 22.1 68.5 + 13 
III 423.5 + 41.2 64.4 + 25.0 84.9 + 5.1 160.0 + 20.7 46.4 + 17.4 71.2 + 9 
IV 460.8 + 63.6 67.4 + 14.6 87.3 + 5.1 222.6 + 54.8 31.9 + 3.6 85.3 + 2 
V 478.0 + 23.9 55.3 + 20.0 90.0 + 5.7 329.7 + 29.8 24.1 + 2.5 92.7 + 1 
 
As the percentage of SWW blended to DWW was increased, the influent total COD 
concentrations fluctuated less significantly. At the same time, COD removal 
efficiencies increased. The improvement of dissolved COD removal efficiencies from 
Phases III to V suggested that the microbial community was able to assimilate and 
synthesize SWW containing acetate more efficiently over DWW, which contained a 
diverse carbon sources. Therefore, it was shown that with a decrease in diverse carbon 
sources as proportion of SWW increased in the feed blend, COD efficiencies remained 




5.2.3 Summary of Performance and Start-up Time 
As the proportion of SWW increased, there was a corresponding decrease in NH4
+
-N 
removal efficiency. In addition, Phases IV and V showed inhibition of NOBs 
compared to Phase III. On the whole, Phase III could be considered for quick start-up 
process. However, further improvement to Phase III to improve NH4
+
-N 
concentrations removal in the effluent is necessary to meet some of the more stringent 
standards in this region. The COD removal efficiency was direct opposite to NH4
+
-N 
removal efficiency. Of the two quick start-up strategies (i.e., Phase III and IV) studied, 
Phase IV which comprised of blending 50% SWW to 50% DWW showed promise 
with respect to COD removal. It was also noted that the control which was Phase V 
performed better than Phases III and IV. Phase V was not considered in the analysis 
because it cannot be applied in the real-world situation.  
 
As shown in Figure 5.4, start-up time for Phase III was 10 days as the effluent NO3
-
-N 
concentration of 11.5 mg/L at Day 0 increased steadily to Day10; and maintained 
consistently between 24 mg/L and 26 mg/L from Day 10 to Day 18. Correspondingly, 
as shown in Figure 5.2, the effluent NH4
+
-N concentration decreased from 12.8 mg/L 
at Day 0 to Day 10; and maintained consistently between 1.3 mg/L and 2.6 mg/L. The 
effluent NO2
-
-N concentration maintained consistently between 0.2 mg/L and 0.5 mg/L 
as shown in Figure 5.3. Furthermore, the effluent COD concentrations for Phase III 






5.3 Monitoring and Evaluation of Physical and Chemical 
Characteristics of Biofilm Pellet 
5.3.1 Impact of Volatile Solids Concentrations  
Figure 5.5 shows the TVBS concentrations of the 5 phases. The average 
concentrations of TVBS for Phases I to V were 2056.0 + 1051.0 mg/L, 2050.4 + 478.0 
mg/L, 3808.0 + 1511.9 mg/L, 3804.0 + 333.8 mg/L and 3426.7 + 229.1 mg/L,  
respectively. TVBS concentrations increased with increasing SWW blended to DWW. 
As shown in Figure 5.6, MLVSS trend was found to be similar to TVBS.  The average 
MLVSS concentrations for Phases III, IV and V were 872.0 + 122.0 mg/L, 1079.0 + 
105.0 mg/L and 1310.0 + 95.0 mg/L, respectively. The increase of the MLVSS was 
due to the easily assimilable acetate where the induced quick growth of the biofilm led 
to the outer part of the biofilm being more susceptible to detachment forces than the 
inner part (Tijhuis et al., 1996; Villasenor et al., 2000). TVS results were comparable 
to reported literature (Ong et. al, 2004). Although operating parameters (in terms of 
airflow rate, SGV, Cc and reactor volume) were different, TVS ranged from 2500 to 
3000 mg/L. However, the TVBS for Phase III, IV and V were greater than 3,500 mg/L, 




Note: “Ph” denotes “phase”. 
Figure 5.5 TVBS concentrations profiles of phase I to V 
 
 
Note: “Ph” denotes “phase”. 
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It was also noted that the effluent TSS and TVSS concentrations for Phase III, IV and 
V were approximately 75.2 + 21.9 mg/L; after being settled to simulate a secondary 
clarifier. All three phases met the effluent TSS discharge standards in the region.  
 
Moreover, as shown in Figure 5.5, at Day 10, Phase III TVBS concentration was 3580 
mg/L, and at Day 0, it had 3263 mg/L. Phase III percentage had a 10% in volatile 
solids within a span of 10 days. Thereafter, Phase III TVBS continued to increase. The 
above discussions highlighted that acetate in SWW was able to increase biofilm 
volatile solids. Therefore, Phase III start-up strategy of blending 25% SWW to 75% 
DWW can be used for quick start-up to increase solids of the biofilm. 
 
5.3.2    Thickness and Morphology 
Based on the nitrification results, Phase III showed most promise in enhancing start-up 
of UCBRs. However, it is important to note that one of the key physical attributes of 
biofilm pellet affecting process stability is also the biofilm physical stability 
(Villasenor et al., 2000; van Loosdrecht et al., 1995). It was shown that there was a 
balance between biofilm surface growth and detachment processes affecting the 
biofilm morphology (van Loosdrecht et al., 1995). Other different factors like substrate 
loading rate, HRT, shear forces also affected biofilm morphology. All these factors 
were experimentally verified with acetate in SWW as a substrate (Tijhuis et al., 1996; 
Kwok et al., 1998). As such, acetate in SWW could induce quick biofilm development. 
However, stability of the biofilm was suspected to be higher when start-up was 
conducted based on an SWW-DWW blend. Such understanding can help the operator 




Figure 5.7 shows the morphologies of the 5 phases. The morphology of the biofilm 
pellet fed with DWW had a compact biofilm structure with a biofilm thickness of 
64.01  5.86 µm and 162.88  15.59 µm for Phases I and II, respectively. It was noted 
that biofilm pellet fed with substrates adopted in Phase III and IV had cotton-gel-like 
structure (by visual observation) and appeared less dense compared to those fed with 
DWW. The thickness of biofilm for Phases III to V were 231.10  50.95 µm, 244.25 + 
51.25 µm and 321.82 + 39.51 µm, respectively. The cotton-gel-like morphology 
became more pronounced as the percentages of SWW blended with DWW was 
increased from Phase III to V. Correspondingly, the volatile solids of the biofilm pellet 
also increase as shown in Figure 5.5.  
 
The above observation suggested that SWW with acetate as carbon source induced 
formation of thick and cotton-gel-like biofilm. . It was also to be noted that the AOBs 
and NOBs both occurred in micro-colonies in more of less spread in the biofilm 
(Okabe et al., 1999; Gieseke et al., 2003). The increase in SWW percentage may have 
increased the proliferation of the heterotrophic bacteria and may disrupt further, the 
spatial distances between AOBs and NOBs.  In addition, the over proliferation of the 
heterotrophic bacteria could also formed a thick layer of biofilm on the AOBs and 
NOBs and limit their substrate utilisation efficiency (van Benthum et al., 1997). This 
phenomenon would reduce the nitrifying activity in the UCBR fed with SWW as 
shown in Figures 5.3 and 5.4. Therefore, the nitrifying activity of the system was 
affected by the increase of the 25% of SWW in Phase III compared to Phase II fed 
with DWW. This 25% SWW blended with DWW induced thick cotton-gel like biofim 
(Cheng and Chen, 1994). Correspondingly, the NH4
+
-N concentration of 4.85 + 0.09 
mg/L was higher than the Phase II NH4
+
-N concentration of 2.34 + 0.19 mg/L which 
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was fed with DWW. NOBs were also inhibited as NO2
-
- N concentrations increased 
with higher amounts of SWW in the blend. Since the morphology of the biofilm pellet 
became less dense, this indicated that an increase in proportion of SWW in the feed 
encouraged the proliferation of heterotrophic bacteria that grew outwards from the core 
of the pellet which was shown by the increase in thickness of the biofilm (van 
Benthum et al.. 1997). This may out compete the nitrifying bacteria. Both AOBs and 
NOBs were inhibited at Phase IV and V; as shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.3 (van 
Benthum et al., 1997). With the increase in spatial distribution, synergistic cooperation 
between AOBs and NOBs may decrease. As a result nitrification capabilities decreased 
with increase SWW used in the blend. Futhermore, it was to be noted that in the 
treatment of DWW, higher density lead to higher biomass concentration, thinner 
biofilm for effective substrate transfer and improved settling of the sludge (Liu, 1999) 
 
The above results and discussion showed that as the blending of SWW was increased, 
because of the increasing ease of carbon source substrate uptake by heterotrophic 
bacteria, they out competed the nitrifiers as the biofilm becomes less dense and 
thicker. There could be many carbon sources available for implementing Phase III 
quick start-up strategy. Ideally, the operator should consider suitable industrial 
















Figure 5.7 Morphology of the biofilm pellet sampled at the 
end of each phase: (A) Phase I, (B) Phase II, (C) Phase III, 














5.3.3 Extracellular Polymeric Substances (EPS) 
Protein and Carbohydrate Concentration Profiles of Biofilm Pellet. One of  the 
many questions remain unanswered concerning the role of EPS in biofilm formation 
during start-up of BAS (Lopes et al, 2000; Villaseňor et al, 2000) was whether there is 
any link between the increase percentage of SWW blended into DWW had any 
corresponding trend in protein  and carbohydrate concentrations; and P/C ratio. In 
addition, how do protein, carbohydrate and P/C ratio relate to the biofilm morphology, 
which impacted sludge settleability (Martinez et al., 2004).  In a previous study of a 
BAS, carbohydrate was found to have a very low variation over the duration of biofilm 
development. However, the protein increased over time as the biofilm developed. 
Correspondingly, it was also observed that the SVI also increase over time as the 
biofilm developed. Such information is also important because P/C will be amplified 
significantly when SVI increased. Increase of SVI greater than 150 mL/gm led to 
bulking of sludge and less than 50 mL/gm, the development of pin floc. Ideally, the 
SVI should be in the range of between 100 mL/gm and 150mL/gm to have good 
settleability (Dick and Vesilind, 1969; Finch and Ives, 1950). Such information of the 
biofilm at different substrate conditions may provide the basis of the percentage of 
SWW to be blended with the DWW in order to achieved good settleability of the 
biofilm pellet when developing a quick start-up strategy. In addition, to establish 
conditions to control EPS protein production to improve the nitrifying performance 
(Dick and Vesilind, 1969; Finch and Ives, 1950; Martinez et al., 2004). 
 
The EPS-protein concentrations of the biofilm pellet are shown in Figure 5.8. The 
EPS-protein concentrations of the biofilm pellet in Phase II were lower than in Phase 
III, IV and V. The average protein concentrations for the 5 phases were 283.0 + 50.3 
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mg/L, 334.4 + 37.0 mg/L, 480.9 + 97.4 mg/L, 605.3 + 108.8 mg/L and 617.6 + 270.2 
mg/L, respectively. The carbohydrate concentrations were relatively lower for biofilm 
in Phase II as compared to Phases III and IV. Figure 5.9 shows the average 
carbohydrate concentrations for the 5 phases. They were 192.5 + 34.3 mg/L, 129.8 + 
17.8 mg/L, 231.3 + 57.1 mg/L, 177.2 + 55.0 mg/L and 297.7 + 141.2 mg/L, 
respectively. The above showed that as the percentage SWW increased, there was a 
corresponding increase in protein and carbohydrate concentrations; and P/C. The 
above also showed that when SWW percentage increased, the carbohydrate 
concentration increase but at a slow rate then protein concentration.     
 
The above results were in concurrence with previous studies which found that proteins, 
instead of carbohydrates, were predominant constituents in EPS of mixed culture 
systems like the CAS (Brown and Lester, 1980; Dignac et al., 1998; Liu and Fang, 
2003). It was noted that when protein concentrations increased in a nitrifying BAS 
system, the SVI also increased and vice versa (Marrinez et al., 2004). These results 
indicate that changes in settleability were due to the changes in the concentrations of 
protein (Martinex et al., 2004; Urbain et al., 1993). The change in protein 
concentration was due to the change of substrate conditions. Therefore, an increase in 
protein concentration is deemed beneficial to provide architectural support in the 
biofilm. However, too much protein may cause decrease settleability of biofilm.  In 
this study, the increased in the percentage of SWW blended with DWW showed 
corresponding (1) increase in protein concentration and (2) the biofilm became thick 
and less dense morphology then Phase II. Biofilm density is important because it 





Note: “C”, “P” and “Ph” denote “carbohydrate”, “protein” and “phase” respectively. 
Figure 5.8 Biofilm pellet's protein concentration profiles.  
 
 
Note: “C”, “P” and “Ph” denote “carbohydrate”, “protein” and “phase” respectively. 
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Therefore, to implement a quick start-up strategy for growing biofilm on sand particles 
by blending 25% of SWW with DWW, protein and carbohydrate concentrations could 
be used as a guide for the operator to observe for accelerated biofilm development. The 
operator could control the development of biofilm development by adjusting the 
percentage of SWW to be blended with DWW. At the same time observe and measure 
the SVI index of the biofilm. SVI index between 100 mL/g and 150 mL/mg was 
considered to have good settleability (Dick and Vesilind, 1969; Finch and Ives, 1950). 
The operator can also observed for the development of less dense biofilm with 
corresponding increase in biofilm thickness and protein concentration. This is crucial 
because DWW quality will fluctuate even blended with 25% SWW and the 
development of the density of the biofilm could be affected. 
 
As shown in Figure 5.10, the relative spatial distribution and coverage of proteins and 
carbohydrates can be observed using CLSM, The CLSM images of the protein and 
carbohydrate distribution in the biofilm showed that protein had a relatively higher 
proportion over carbohydrate; as the percentage of SWW increased. In addition, the 
spread and intersperse of the proteins and carbohydrates of biofilm fed DWW were 
different to that of biofilm fed with DWW blended with SWW. The spread of proteins 
and carbohydrates in the DWW fed biofilm pellet were compact. As the percentage of 
SWW blended with DWW increase, the proteins and carbohydrates became more 
interspersed. The relative spatial distances of the protein and carbohydrate in the 
biofilm may suggest the relative denseness of the biofilm. As SWW percentage 
increased, the morphology became fluffier and cotton gel-like. Correspondingly, the 
relative spatial distances between the protein and carbohydrate also increased. The 
above discussion suggests a strong link between the percentage of SWW in DWW, 
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Figure 5.10  CLSM images of biofilm pellet (i.e yellow: protein, purple: carbohydrate) from left to 
right: (A) Phase I & II, (B) Phase III and IV and (C) Phase V.  
 
5.4       Terminal Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphorism (T-
RFLP) Analysis and Monitoring  
5.4.1 Terminal Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphorism (T-RFLP) Analysis 
of Biofilm Pellet at Different Substrate Conditions 
 
Table B2 (appended in Appendix B2) shows the diversity, richness and evennes 
indexes of the T-RFs of T-RFLPs of Alu I-, Hae III- and Rsa- digested 16s rRNA 
genes amplified from biofilm pellet of Phase I to V.   
 
The biofilm pellet richness indexes for the 5 phases by the 3 restriction enzymes had 
richness indexes of 10 to 18, 6 to 16, and 10 to 16 for Alu I, Hae III and Rsa I 
respectively. Comparatively, it had higher richness indexes compared to the 5.4L 
UCBR, although the performances of both reactors were rather similar, with slightly 
A B C 
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different operating conditions. The Diversity Index (H) and Evenness Indexes of the 3 
REs were random with no clear temporal upward or downward trend for the biofilm 
pellet. Therefore, the final analysis obtained was similar to Part 1 of the study. It 
demonstrated that, monitoring the richness, diversity and evenness indexes of the 
system with respect to enhanced and accelerated EPS production for biofilm 
development did not yield any significant insights to elucidating whether there were 
any specific trends of these indexes associated to both EPS production and biofilm 
development on the carrier. See Appendix B2. 
 
Figures 5.11, 5.12 and 5.13 show the electropherograms of the T-RFLPs of Alu I-, 
Hae III- and Rsa- digested 16s rRNAs genes amplified from biofilm pellet of Phase I 
to V.  The biofilm pellets were extracted at the end of Phase I, II, III, IV and V for T-
RFLP analysis. 
 
T-RFLP profile of Phases I, II and III were similar. However, at Phase IV, it began to 
change and at Phase V, it was not similar to Phase I, II and III. The T-RFLP profile 
shows evidence of how microbial community structures were affected by the increase 
in percentage of SWW blended with DWW. The most radical change to the T-RFLP 
profile was at Phase V where the feed substrate was acetate. It was noted that the 
average influent COD concentration increased radically in Phase V and the average 
effluent COD also increased significantly compared to Phase IV. Correspondingly, 
Phase V TVBS also increase significantly. This suggested that most of the 
heterotrophic bacteria had short doubling time and was proliferating quickly leading to 
the less dense and very thick biofilm. These bacteria may have caused the cotton-gel 
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like morphology of the biofilm by virtue of their quick doubling times and motilities. 
This may led to very high SVI which would not settle well. 
 
It can also be observed that when SWW percentage was lower for blending with 
DWW, the biofilm morphology was more compact and less thick. Correspondingly, 
the TVBs also reduced. This may suggests that the rapid growth of the heterotrophic 
bacteria in the biofilm as the percentage of SWW increased can be controlled by 
manipulating the percentage of SWW with DWW in a quick start-up strategy.    
 
5.4.2  Monitoring Consistent Clones at Different Substrate Conditions.  
The terminal restriction fragments closely related to (1) Rhodobacter, (2) 
Rhodobacter/Rhodovulum, (3) Paracoccus and (4) Hyphomicrobium of -
Proteobacteria and Ottowia of β- Proteobacteria were found consistently in Phase I to 
Phase IV, and most of them disappeared at Phase V. This observation suggests that 
these taxonomic populations may have functional importance to the biofilm 
development of system especially for a high diverse carbon sources like DWW. The 
absence of these taxonomic groups at Phase V which was SWW could possibly be due 
to (1) they thrive better in a heterogeneous substrate conditions, (2) they depend on 
inter- or intra- communities relationship for survival and reproduction in a 
heterogeneous substrate environment (e.g., commensalism and/or mutualism), and (3) 
The biochemistry of their metabolism dictate them to survive and produce under 
heterogeneous environment. Their presence in turbulent and abrasive biofilms  have 
also been observed by past studies (Dang et al., 2000 & 2002; Cytryn et al., 2005; 









Figure 5.11 T-RFLP profiles of biofilm pellet by RE Alu I: (A) 100% DWW with no pH control; (B) 
100% DWW with pH control; (C) 75% DWW + 25% SWW with pH control; (D) 50% DWW + 50% 
SWW with pH control; (E) 100% SWW with pH control. 
Legend: T-RF 251 – Rhodobacter-related, Rhodovulum/Rhodobacter-related,  Hyphomicrobium-








Figure 5.12 T-RFLP profiles of biofilm pellet by RE Hae III: (A) 100% DWW with no pH control; (B) 
100% DWW with pH control; (C) 75% DWW + 25% SWW with pH control; (D) 50% DWW + 50% 
SWW with pH control; (E) 100% SWW with pH control. 
Legend: T-RF 194 – Rhodobacter-related, Rhodovulum/Rhodobacter-related,   Hyphomicrobium-







Figure 5.13 T-RFLP profiles of biofilm pellet by RE Rsa I: (A) 100% DWW with no pH control; (B) 
100% DWW with pH control; (C) 75% DWW + 25% SWW with pH control; (D) 50% DWW + 50% 
SWW with pH control; (E) 100% SWW with pH control. 
Legend: T-RF 119 – Rhodovulum/Rhodobacter-related , T-RF 423 – Rhodobacter-related, 
Hyphomicrobium-related & Paracoccus-related and T-RF 427 – Ottowia-related & 





Table 5.2 Percentage of T-RFs of the 5 phases in the study.  
Species match Class under 
Proteobacteria 
Phylum 





















































































Note: Percentages are presented in order of (top to bottom) Alu I, Hae III and Rsa I for Phase I to V. 
 
 
5. 5 Summary 
The recommended quick start up operating conditions is shown in Table 5.3. The 
rationale and justification were summarised succinctly in Table 5.3. Specific details of 
the operating conditions can be found in the references shown in Table 5.3. Arising 
from the data and knowledge gain from the literature review and results of this study, 
the recommended quick start-up strategy is shown in Table 5.4.  The performance 
criteria for Tables 5.3 and 5.4 are: achieving approximately 80 % and 90% of COD  
and NH4
+
-N removals  repectively,  or effluent COD and NH4
+
-N concentrations of 
approximately 80 mg/L and 3 mg/L respectively; after 10 days of implementing quick 









Table 5.3 Proposed operating conditions for quick start-up. 
Parameter Value Justification and Rationale Reference 
Substrate 
Conditions 
25% SWW and 




HRT (h) 1  to 1.5  1 hr for acetate in SWW. 
 





1 to 1.5 hr is considered 
optimised 
 
Tijhuis et al., 1996 
 
This study. Others include 
Liu (1999) and Ong et al. 
(2004) 
 
Tijhuis et al., 1996; Liu, 
1999; Ong et al., 2004 and 
this study 
SGV (cm/sec) 2.0  to 5.0  Well established and mainly 
dependent on total sand 
concentration which must 
maintained at 1.6% to 4% v/v 
 
Tijhuis et al., 1995a, 1995b 
and 1996, 
Liu, 1999; Ong et al., 2004 
and this study 
 
 
pH 7 Improves nitrification This study. Others include 
Henze et al., 2002. 
DO (mg/L) Greater than 3.6 
and less than 6. 
Necesssary for carbonaceous 
and ammonium removal  
This study. Others include 




Ambient Most studies conducted within 
20 to 30 C 
This study. Others include 
Liu (1999); Ong et al. (2004)  
max and min 
size range of 
sand carrier  
0.223mm to 
0.377mm   
 
Increase in particle size 
drastically increase the 
abrasion rates caused by 
particle collisions. 0.223mm to 
0.377mm were shown to be 
optimum. 
  
Gjaltema et al. et al., 1997a; 
Liu (1999); Ong et al. (2004); 
this study. 
Mean sand 





Gjaltema et al. et al., 1997a 
Total sand 
concentration 
1.6% to 4% v/v Well established. Strong 
correlation with SGV. 
Tijhuis et al., 1995a, 1995b 
and 1996, Liu, 1999, Ong et 
al., 20004 and this study 
Bare sand : 
biofilm pellet 
ratio   
1.05: 2.3 Least lost of biofilm due to 
abrasion was using sand of size 
of 0.223 mm. 
 











Table 5.4 Proposed start-up regime. 











Regular monitoring of biofilm pellet under 10X 
magnification to observe partial covering of the 
bare sand introduced. 
From Day 2 to Day 10, the operator should 
monitor effluent TSS or turbidity or high 
concentration of TSS,an indication of too much 
bare sand being added and adjust the amount of 
bare sand accordingly. 
Constant monitoring SVI of biofilm in reactor 








1. Start-up was faster for lower initial bared sand carrier concentrations. Remaining bare sand 
could be added in a staggered manner beginning of the growth phase of the biofilm (Gjaltema 
et al., 1997b). 
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
6.1  Conclusions 
6.1.1  Performance and Microbial Community of Matured Biofilm 
DWW collected at the local water reclamation plant was used as feed to a 5.4-L UCBR 
to develop biofilm on sand carrier. RAS from the same local water reclamation plant 
was used to innoculate the bare sand. The startup time took about 50 days where the 
effluent NO3
-
 -N concentration was intially below 1 mg/L, and steadily increased to 26 
mg/L at Day 88. Nitrification began at Day 1 where the initial effluent NH4
+
-N 
concentration of 28 mg/L steadily reduced to 2 mg/L at Day 88. The biofilm pellet 
reached maturity at Day 120 and the total COD removal efficiency was 88% with an 
effluent concentration of 79 mg/L. 
 
Rhodobacter-related, Rhodobacter/Rhodovulum-related, Paracoccus-related and 
Hyphomicobium-related clones of -Proteobacteria; and Ottowia-related clones of the 
-Proteobacteria sub-classes were consistently found in the biofilm. This observation 
suggested that the taxonomic groups identified above were important for biofilm 







6.1.2  Recommended Quick Start-up Strategy 
The matured biofilm pellet at Day 120 from the 5.4-L UCBR was used to innoculate a 
separate 2-L UCBR fed with DWW collected at the same local water reclamation 
plant. There were 5 phases to this part of the study. The 5 phases were (I) 100%  
DWW without pH  control, (II) 100%  DWW with pH control, (III) 25% SWW 
blended with 75%  DWW with pH control, (IV) 50% SWW blended with 50%  DWW 
with pH control and (V) 100%  SWW with pH control. In Phases I and II, pH control 
was shown to improve the nitrification efficiency from these two phases; and was 
subsequently applied to Phases III to V.  Average effluent NH4
+
-N concentration for 
Phase III was 4.85 + 0.09 mg/L  and its average COD concentration was 64.4 + 25.0 
mg/L. Phase II had the best morphology where the biofilm pellet was dense and 
compact which was ideal for treatment of DWW. However, Phase III morphology was 
not as dense and compact compared to Phase II but Phase III treatment performance 
was the best amongst the strategies studied. Furthermore, it was found that the increase 
in EPS protein concentration has a strong co-relation to a less dense morphology.  As 
the percentage of SWW increased, the protein concentration increase. 
Correspondingly, the morphology of the biofilm became less dense. The spatial 
distances between the proteins and carbohydrates also increased too.  
 
Bacterial poplulation analyses through T-RFLP showed that the populations were 
similar for Phases I, II, III, but was significantly altered at Phase V. Furthermore, the 
cluster of taxonomic group of Rhodobacter-related, Rhodobacter/Rhodovulum-related, 
Paracoccus-related and Hyphomicobium-related clones of -Proteobacteria; and 
Ottowia-related clones of the -Proteobacteria sub-classes were consistently found in 
all phases except Phase V. This observation suggests that these taxonomic populations 
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may have functional importance to the biofilm development of system under high 
diverse carbon sources like DWW.  
 
On the whole, the  start-up time of Phase III was 10 days; about a fifth of the time 
taken compared to the 5.4L UCBR (control) of 50 days.  On the basis of the above 
results and discussion, Phase III quick start-up strategy was recommended the most 
appropriate quick start-up strategy.  
 
6.2  Recommendation 
6.2.1  Optimising Phase III Quick Start-Up Strategy  
The results presented in this study showed that the increase percentage of SWW  
blended with DWW could affect nitrification via inhibition of NOBs. The inhibition of 
NOBs could be due to the overproduction of EPS leading to increased in biofilm 
thickness; conferring thick, less compact and dense morphologies. Additionally, the 
increase spatial distances between the extracellular proteins and carbohydrates when 
the percentage of SWW increased may also explained the possible increase in relative 
distances between the AOBs and NOBs in the biofilm.  Therefore, Phase III quick 
start-up strategy can be further improved by reducing the concentration of 25% of 
SWW and increasing the 75% DWW to taper the over production of EPS. 
Additionally, it is also necessary to test the seed developed in Phase III by feeding it 
with DWW again; and observe the time taken to reach steady COD and NH4
+
-N 
removal efficiencies. In addition, it is necessary to monitor the (1) morphology, (2) 
protein and carbohydrate concentration (3) the spatial protein and carbohydrate 
distribution in the biofilm; and compare to those results of Phase I and II to have a full 




6.2.2  Using Microautoradiography and Fluorescent In Situ Hybridization 
(MAR-FISH) for Taxonomic Groups Consistently found in this Study 
The consistency and at times dominancy of the bacterial cluster comprising of 
Rhodobacter-related, Rhodobacter/Rhodovulum-related, Paracoccus-related.  and 
Hyphomicrobium-related clones of -Proteobacteria sub-class  and Ottowia-related  
clones of - Proteobacteria sub-class throughout the study suggested that they played 
the keystone role in enhanced EPS production leading to good biofilm growth. To 
further elucidate their easy assimilation of acetate for the production of EPS, 
microautoradiography combined with fluorescent in situ hybridization (MAR-FISH) 
can be used to simultaneously examine the phylogenetic identity and the relative 
specfic activity of each taxonomic groups within the biofilm. MAR can elucidate the 
accumulation of a suitable isotope (e.g. 
14
C) inside or adjacent to the bacterial cells. 
FISH can elucidate the phylogenetic identity of the taxaonomic groups’ in relation to 
the uptake of 
14
C substrate (organic and inorganic) during similar time of incubation 
(Okabe et al., 2004). The selection of the C isotopes is important to study the 
ecophysiological interation between nitrifying and heterotrophic bacteria. Three phases 
would need to be carried out to elucidate whether the cluster of taxonomic groups were 
active during biofilm development. The 3 phases would operate similar operating 
conditions of the UCBR as summarised in Tables 5.3 and 5.4. The 3 phases are (1) 
Phase I: 100% DWW with pH control; (2) Phase II: 25% SWW and 75% DWW with 
pH control and (3) Phase III with pH control.  [
14
C] bicarbonate as carbon source for 
nitifiers and [
14
C]-organic substrates for the heterotrophic bacteria could be used 
during incubation for a fixed duration and subsequently for MAR analysis. 
Concurrently, proteins and carbohydrates in the biofilm can be stained to compare the 
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relative abundance of these functionally important consituents of EPS (which form the 
biofilm).  Co-comittantly, nitrifying and heterotrophic activities to be measured and 
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Figure A1: 16S rRNA gene sequences phylogenetic affiliations of Alphaproteobacteria of the matured 
biofilm pellet sampled at Day 120 (Degree of similarity to the known sequences: > 97%); with 





Figure A2: 16S rRNA gene sequences phylogenetic affiliations of Betaproteobacteria of the matured 
biofilm pellet sampled at Day 120 (Degree of similarity to the known sequences: > 97%); with 


















Alu I Day 15 10 0.87 0.87 
Day 60 10 0.88 0.88 
Day 120 10 0.80 0.80 
     
Hae III Day 15 9 0.62 0.65 
Day 60 8 0.80 0.88 
Day 120 6 0.47 0.60 
     
Rsa I Day 15 10 0.85 0.85 
Day 60 11 0.94 0.90 
Day 120 10 0.80 0.80 
 
Note:  
Shannon-Weaver diversity index (H), richness (S) and evenness (E) indexes were calculated according 
to Pascal et al. (2005) and Zar (1999) after standardization based on percentage peak height instead of 
fluorescent signal to account for variations between samples. T-RFs less than 1% of the total peak areas 















Table B2  Diversity, Evenness and Richness Indexes of the Biofilm Pellet at Different 




Phase I Phase II Phase III Phase IV Phase V 
Richness (S) Alu I 16.0 14.0 18.0 10.0 14.0 
Hae III 11.0 16.0 15.0 6.0 16.0 
Rsa I 11.0 12.0 11.0 10.0 16.0 
Evenness (E) Alu I 0.94 1.04 0.95 0.79 1.19 
Hae III 1.02 1.04 0.97 0.89 1.20 
Rsa I 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.12 1.24 
Diversity (H) Alu I 1.13 1.19 1.19 0.79 1.37 
Hae III 1.07 1.25 1.14 0.70 1.45 
Rsa I 1.04 1.07 1.04 1.12 1.50 
 
Note:  
Shannon-Weaver diversity index (H), richness (S) and evenness (E) indexes were calculated according 
to Pascal et al. (2005) and Zar (1999) after standardization based on percentage peak height instead of 
fluorescent signal to account for variations between samples. T-RFs less than 1% of the total peak areas 
were excluded from each profile. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
